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**ACR RFS @ACRRFS**
Welcome to our first #RadResChat!! Tonight we’re talking about the fellowship process. Who’s joining us this evening? Please introduce yourselves! #radres #iradres radfellow https://t.co/zIhrWZrzZj

**Robert Peng, MD, MS @RobertPengMD**
RT @ACRRFS: Welcome to our first #RadResChat!! Tonight we’re talking about the fellowship process. Who’s joining us this evening? Please...

**ACR Radiology @RadiologyACR**
RT @ACRRFS: Welcome to our first #RadResChat!! Tonight we’re talking about the fellowship process. Who’s joining us this evening? Please...

**Nicholas Koontz @nakoontz**
Welcome! My name is Nick Koontz. I’m a #NeuroRad & #HNRad at @IURadiology, where I serve as Director of Fellowship Programs. I’m thrilled to team up w/ long-time partner in crime, former #RadRes PD, & good friend @DarelHeitkamp for this challenging topic! #RadResChat @ACRRFS

**Yasha Parikh Gupta, MD @yashaguptamd**
Yasha Parikh Gupta - R2 at @MtAuburnRadRes checking in for the #RadResChat!

**Nicholas Koontz @nakoontz**
Welcome to the #RadResChat! Roll call! @DarelHeitkamp

**Alexander Rand @AlexanderRandMD**
Hello. I am Alex Rand from the University of Vermont. #RadResChat
Thomas Reher, MD @tareher
RT @ACRRFS: Welcome to our first #RadResChat!! Tonight we’re talking about the fellowship process. Who’s joining us this evening? Please...

Darel Heitkamp, MD @DarelHeitkamp
Greetings all! My name is Darel Heitkamp - I'm a chest radiologist at AdventHealth in Orlando. I'm thrilled to be teamed up with @nakoontz tonight talking about radiology fellowships. IMHO: this is not an easy topic! #RadResChat @ACRRFS @theAPDR https://t.co/xmhIKx5QiZ

Mitva Patel @mitvamd
@ACRRFS Mitva Patel- Breast Fellowship Director at Ohio State University. #RadResChat

Amina Farooq @AminaFarooqMD
RT @ACRRFS: Welcome to our first #RadResChat!! Tonight we’re talking about the fellowship process. Who’s joining us this evening? Please...

Nicholas Koontz @nakoontz
@AlexanderRandMD Hi Alex -- welcome to the #RadResChat!

Jennifer R Buckley, MD @JBuckleyMD
@ACRRFS Jen Buckley -- PGY5 & Chief Resident @UMKCRads, future #IRad independent res @UTHradiology. Excited for tonight’s #RadResChat!

Kirang Patel, MD @koolkpMD
Hey everyone... Kirang Patel, R2 at @UMKCRads! Excited to be here! #RadResChat

Robert Peng, MD, MS @RobertPengMD
Hello everyone! Thanks for joining our first radreschat! I'm a R4 at @MontefioreRAD and future #irad. I'll be wearing my @ACRRFS communications officer hat tonight and mostly moderating from there! Looking forward to a meaningful discussion! #radres #iradres @RadiologyACR https://t.co/uKsh1BUree
Darel Heitkamp, MD @DarelHeitkamp
Reminder: If you don’t get a satisfactory answer to your question over the next 60 minutes, Nick and I would love to hear from you either publicly in a Twitter thread or privately via DM. It's about to get a bit chaotic. #RadResChat @ACRRFS @theAPDR
https://t.co/1bVJyWnzsA

Nicholas Koontz @nakoontz
It’s gonna get a little chaotic here, but @DarelHeitkamp and I will keep answering and discussing these questions offline after the TweetChat is over, so don’t worry. Embrace the chaos! #RadResChat @ACRRFS

Vivek Yedavalli, MD, MS @vsyedavalli
RT @nakoontz: Welcome! My name is Nick Koontz. I’m a #NeuroRad & #HNRad at @IURadiology, where I serve as Director of Fellowship Programs...

ACR RFS @ACRRFS
New to tweet chats? Just search for #RadResChat to follow along! Topics eg T1, T2, T3 will take place over the course of the hour. Be sure to include #radreschat in your tweets so others who don’t follow you can read them! Respond like this 👇👇👇#radres #iradres @RadiologyACR https://t.co/Xf2iszTvTJ

Vivek Yedavalli, MD, MS @vsyedavalli
RT @nakoontz: Welcome to the #RadResChat! Roll call! @DarelHeitkamp https://t.co/qLkVqvui0E

Robert Peng, MD, MS @RobertPengMD
RT @ACRRFS: New to tweet chats? Just search for #RadResChat to follow along! Topics eg T1, T2, T3 will take place over the course of the ho...

Thomas Reher, MD @tareher
RT @ACRRFS: New to tweet chats? Just search for #RadResChat to follow along! Topics eg T1, T2, T3 will take place over the course of the ho...

Kirang Patel, MD @koolkpMD
RT @ACRRFS: New to tweet chats? Just search for #RadResChat to follow along! Topics eg T1, T2, T3 will take place over the course of the ho...
ACR Radiology @RadiologyACR
RT @ACRRFS: New to tweet chats? Just search for #RadResChat to follow along! Topics eg T1, T2, T3 will take place over the course of the ho...

Nicholas Koontz @nakoontz
@RobertPengMD @MontefioreRAD @ACRRFS @RadiologyACR Hey Robert! What's shakin'? Something going on with Twitter tonight? #RadResChat

Monica Wood, MD @monicajwood
I'm a R4 #radres @MGHImaging, thrilled to be joining the first @ACRRFS #RadResChat!

Darel Heitkamp, MD @DarelHeitkamp
There should be great opportunity for discussion with these topics. Can't wait to get started! #RadResChat #RadRes #RadEd @ACRRFS @theAPDR https://t.co/cV1ahoepsC

ACR Radiology @RadiologyACR
RT @DarelHeitkamp: Reminder: If you don't get a satisfactory answer to your question over the next 60 minutes, Nick and I would love to hea...

Amina Farooq @AminaFarooqMD
RT @ACRRFS: New to tweet chats? Just search for #RadResChat to follow along! Topics eg T1, T2, T3 will take place over the course of the ho...

Monica Wood, MD @monicajwood
RT @ACRRFS: New to tweet chats? Just search for #RadResChat to follow along! Topics eg T1, T2, T3 will take place over the course of the ho...

Nicholas Koontz @nakoontz
You are probably all wondering why I have gathered you here tonight? #RadResChat

Radiology Partners @Rad_Partners
RP here! Joining tonight as an observer to see what our future rad leaders want! #RadResChat
Vivek Kalia, MD MPH @VivekKaliaMD
RT @ACRRFS: New to tweet chats? Just search for #RadResChat to follow along! Topics eg T1, T2, T3 will take place over the course of the ho...

ACR RFS @ACRRFS
T1: What should be the primary goals of fellowship? #RadResChat #radres #iradres #radfellow @RadiologyACR https://t.co/kG3PJfE70y

Nicholas Koontz @nakoontz
@JessicaBurkMD @ACRRFS @IURadiology Hey Jess! #RadResChat

Robert Peng, MD, MS @RobertPengMD
RT @ACRRFS: T1: What should be the primary goals of fellowship? #RadResChat #radres #iradres #radfellow @RadiologyACR https://t.co/kG3PJfE...

Nicholas Koontz @nakoontz
RT @ACRRFS: T1: What should be the primary goals of fellowship? #RadResChat #radres #iradres #radfellow @RadiologyACR https://t.co/kG3PJfE...

Cody Quirk @CQuirkMSK
Cody Quirk #mskrad attending @UVARadiology #RadResChat

Nicholas Koontz @nakoontz
@CQuirkMSK @UVARadiology Welcome Cody! #RadResChat

Jennifer R Buckley, MD @JBuckleyMD
RT @ACRRFS: New to tweet chats? Just search for #RadResChat to follow along! Topics eg T1, T2, T3 will take place over the course of the ho...

Darel Heitkamp, MD @DarelHeitkamp
T1: One important goal is filling in your knowledge gaps regarding how imaging findings impact patient management in your subspecialty. While this sounds like a huge task, hopefully much of the foundation has already been laid in residency. #RadResChat @ACRRFS @theAPDR https://t.co/WNEMhyb3DB
Nicholas Koontz @nakoontz
T1: This is where the aims of #RadRes vs #RadFellow differ. I think the primary goal of residency is to become an autonomous radiologist. While increased autonomy is a major part of fellowship, I think the central goal is to transition to level of an expert. #RadResChat @ACRRFS

Thomas Reher, MD @tareher
RT @ACRRFS: T1: What should be the primary goals of fellowship? #RadResChat #radres #iradres #radfellow @RadiologyACR https://t.co/kG3PJfE...

Kirang Patel, MD @koolkpMD
RT @ACRRFS: T1: What should be the primary goals of fellowship? #RadResChat #radres #iradres #radfellow @RadiologyACR https://t.co/kG3PJfE...

ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @DarelHeitkamp: T1: One important goal is filling in your knowledge gaps regarding how imaging findings impact patient management in you...

Nicholas Koontz @nakoontz
And the GIFs are in play! #RadResChat

Amina Farooq @AminaFarooqMD
RT @ACRRFS: T1: What should be the primary goals of fellowship? #RadResChat #radres #iradres #radfellow @RadiologyACR https://t.co/kG3PJfE...

ACR Radiology @RadiologyACR
RT @DarelHeitkamp: T1: One important goal is filling in your knowledge gaps regarding how imaging findings impact patient management in you...

Darel Heitkamp, MD @DarelHeitkamp
T1: Understanding your subspecialty through the eyes of your clinical colleagues means spending time w/ them during fellowship. Participation in multidisciplinary conferences & tumor boards is a must. Also consider spending some mornings w/ them in clinic. #RadResChat @ACRRFS https://t.co/MGNIsNlpLW
Yasha Parikh Gupta, MD @yashaguptamd
Also would love to know secondary and tertiary goals like, should I do fellowship where I plan to practice? Is this where I can meet people? Is it all about the name?!
#RadResChat

ACR Radiology @RadiologyACR
RT @nakoontz: T1: This is where the aims of #RadRes vs #RadFellow differ. I think the primary goal of residency is to become an autonomous...

Kirang Patel, MD @koolkpMD
T1: I think the primary goal of fellowship is to gain the knowledge to become an “expert” in a particular subspecialty. #RadResChat

Amina Farooq @AminaFarooqMD
RT @DarelHeitkamp: T1: One important goal is filling in your knowledge gaps regarding how imaging findings impact patient management in you...

ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @nakoontz: T1: This is where the aims of #RadRes vs #RadFellow differ. I think the primary goal of residency is to become an autonomous...

ACR Radiology @RadiologyACR
RT @yashaguptamd: Also would love to know secondary and tertiary goals like, should I do fellowship where I plan to practice? Is this where...

Jennifer R Buckley, MD @JBuckleyMD
@ACRRFS @RadiologyACR T1: Primary goal of #RadFellow should be to become an expert in your chosen area! Build on your foundation of skills as a #RadRes and fill in necessary gaps before becoming staff. #RadResChat

Nicholas Koontz @nakoontz
T1: Put another way -- #Radiology fellowship allows you to transition from being someone who can "read X study" or "perform Y procedure" to be THE go-to person in your group for said study or procedure. The goal of fellowship is for the buck to stop with you. #RadResChat @ACRRFS

Nicholas Koontz @nakoontz
@koolkpMD I agree. Fellowship is a time to take the deep dive and immerse yourself with the goal of expertise. #RadResChat

Cody Quirk @CQuirkMSK
I agree with @nakoontz and @DarelHeitkamp and would add that it can fill out any gaps from prior training programs ie more/new procedures #RadResChat
Wynton Overcast @OvercastMD
Hey all Wynton Overcast here, R1 @IURadiology looking forward to it! #RadResChat

Cameron Adler @CameronAdlerMD
Hello everyone! R3 from Mayo Clinic Arizona currently in the middle of fellowship applications. #radreschat

Robert Peng, MD, MS @RobertPengMD
@ACRRFS @RadiologyACR T1: To train at the program where you will grow the most. Whether it will be with regards to clinical skills, academically, professionally, personally. For me that was a place with strong clinical training and academic support. #radreschat #radres #iradres @RadiologyACR

Amina Farooq @AminaFarooqMD
RT @nakoontz: T1: This is where the aims of #RadRes vs #RadFellow differ. I think the primary goal of residency is to become an autonomous...

Kirang Patel, MD @koolkpMD
RT @nakoontz: T1: Put another way -- #Radiology fellowship allows you to transition from being someone who can "read X study" or "perform Y..."

Nicholas Koontz @nakoontz
RT @yashaguptamd: Also would love to know secondary and tertiary goals like, should I do fellowship where I plan to practice? Is this where...

Yasha Parikh Gupta, MD @yashaguptamd
RT @nakoontz: T1: Put another way -- #Radiology fellowship allows you to transition from being someone who can "read X study" or "perform Y..."

K Elizabeth Hawk, MS MD PhD @HawkImaging
T1: primary goal of fellowship is simple... do what you love and love what you do. #RadResChat (PS #neurorad and #nucmed and one of your @RadiologyACR CSC members joining in peripherally ... I’m only a few years out of fellowship so not toooo far removed!)

Amina Farooq @AminaFarooqMD
RT @yashaguptamd: Also would love to know secondary and tertiary goals like, should I do fellowship where I plan to practice? Is this where...

Nicholas Koontz @nakoontz
Welcome Cameron! #RadResChat
### T1: Another goal of fellowship should be "transitioning to independent practice". Fellowship should be the time you work on improving your efficiency & eliminating distractions. Take this seriously so you can hit the ground running when you get your 1st job! #RadResChat @ACRRFS https://t.co/VPV3g3s7Td

### T1: primary goal of fellowship is simple... do what you love and love what you do. #RadResChat (PS #neurorad and #nucmed a...

### T1: Another goal of fellowship should be "transitioning to independent practice". Fellowship should be the time you work...

### T1: agree with expertise, but beyond the knowing of facts/dx. Anticipating the needs of referring docs and expected or MGMT, like staging, surgery, other tx, etc. #RadResChat

### T1: agree with expertise, but beyond the knowing of facts/dx. Anticipating the needs of referring docs and expected or MGMT, l...

### T1: To train at the program where you will grow the most. Whether it will be with regards to clinic...

### T1: While mastery of a subspecialty = #1 goal, a significant secondary goal of fellowship is improving efficiency. Take skills you've acquired & put them into practice to "own" your service. Don't look at yourself as a trainee, but rather as "junior faculty"! #RadResChat @ACRRFS

### I love this! Yes, fellowship is more than just playing the odds of a job. You've gotta pursue your passion! #RadResChat #lifelonglearning
**ACR RFS @ACRRFS**
RT @JBuckleyMD: @ACRRFS @RadiologyACR T1: Primary goal of #RadFellow should be to become an expert in your chosen area! Build on your foun...

**ACR RFS @ACRRFS**
RT @nakoontz: T1: While mastery of a subspecialty = #1 goal, a significant secondary goal of fellowship is improving efficiency. Take skill...

**Nicholas Koontz @nakoontz**
Thomas long time no see. Welcome to the #RadResChat!

**Courtney Tomblinson, MD @cmtomblinson**
RT @nakoontz: T1: While mastery of a subspecialty = #1 goal, a significant secondary goal of fellowship is improving efficiency. Take skill...

**Monica Wood, MD @monicajwood**
@DarelHeitkamp @ACRRFS Completely agree! We can learn so much from multidisciplinary conferences and find out what really matters to our referring colleagues and patients. #RadResChat

**Thomas Reher, MD @tareher**
RT @nakoontz: T1: Put another way -- #Radiology fellowship allows you to transition from being someone who can "read X study" or "perform Y...

**Courtney Tomblinson, MD @cmtomblinson**
RT @DarelHeitkamp: T1: Another goal of fellowship should be "transitioning to independent practice". Fellowship should be the time you work...

**Darel Heitkamp, MD @DarelHeitkamp**
T1: I don’t staunchly defend fellows in the "service vs. education" debate like I do #RadRes. The formative days are over & there’s so much to learn. e.g. it’s ok for fellows to send reports to faculty without face-to-face staffing. @nakoontz taught me this. #RadResChat @ACRRFS https://t.co/AjKNGona3b

**ACR RFS @ACRRFS**
RT @DarelHeitkamp: T1: I don’t staunchly defend fellows in the "service vs. education" debate like I do #RadRes. The formative days are ove...

**Cody Quirk @CQuirkMSK**
Great point here, make sure you love what you do!

**ACR Radiology @RadiologyACR**
RT @DarelHeitkamp: T1: I don’t staunchly defend fellows in the "service vs. education" debate like I do #RadRes. The formative days are ove...
Nicholas Koontz @nakoontz 2 days ago
T1: Balancing education & service remains important for fellows, but keep in mind that the way you become an expert is by doing. Push yourself to read higher volumes, particularly in the 2nd half of fellowship. Ramp yourself up to the job you will soon start. #RadResChat @ACRRFS

Nicholas Koontz @nakoontz 2 days ago
Yes! An effective fellowship experience is much more than just learning the #Radiology skillz. Learn as much as you can from your referring docs. #RadResChat

ACR Radiology @RadiologyACR 2 days ago
RT @HawkImaging: T1: primary goal of fellowship is simple... do what you love and love what you do. #RadResChat (PS #neurorad and #nucmed a...

K Elizabeth Hawk, MS MD PhD @HawkImaging 2 days ago
RT @nakoontz: I love this! Yes, fellowship is more than just playing the odds of a job. You've gotta pursue your passion! #RadResChat #life...

ACR RFS @ACRRFS 2 days ago
RT @nakoontz: T1: Balancing education & service remains important for fellows, but keep in mind that the way you become an expert is by doing...

Thomas Reher, MD @tareher 2 days ago
@DarelHeitkamp @ACRRFS This is HUGE. Def something to ask about on interview trail--"Will I be the one presenting in tumor board or falling asleep in the back? #RadResChat

ACR Radiology @RadiologyACR 2 days ago
RT @nakoontz: T1: Balancing education & service remains important for fellows, but keep in mind that the way you become an expert is by doing...

Darel Heitkamp, MD @DarelHeitkamp 2 days ago
T1: The answer to T1 really depends on your career plans. If you desire a career in academics, you may want to prioritize teaching, research, or your particular domain of interest (e.g. informatics, health policy, global health, etc.) during fellowship. #RadResChat @ACRRFS https://t.co/JjV2kVa4FW

Jerzy Januszkiewicz, MD @JerzyJ_MD 2 days ago
Good evening all fellow #RadResChat participants! Checking in from St Vincent Hospital, Massachusetts. R3 and #irad to be. Quick thanks to those taking the time to convene this discussion! https://t.co/CB1fKdghXn

ACR RFS @ACRRFS 2 days ago
RT @DarelHeitkamp: T1: The answer to T1 really depends on your career plans. If you desire a career in academics, you may want to prioritize...
Nicholas Koontz @nakoontz
Welcome Jerzy! #RadResChat

Darel Heitkamp, MD @DarelHeitkamp
RT @tareher: @DarelHeitkamp @ACRRFS This is HUGE. Def something to ask about on interview trail--"Will I be the one presenting in tumor boa...

Nicholas Koontz @nakoontz
T1: This is also dependent upon your career goals -- are you entering into private practice or academics? Fellowship is also a time to gain experience in research, teaching, quality improvement, economics, etc. that will help you stand out among your peers. #RadResChat @ACRRFS

Courtney Tomblinson, MD @cmtomblinson
T1: Pretend like you’re out there on your own, commit to your report, and sign as if you were flying solo #RadResChat

ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @cmtomblinson: T1: Pretend like you’re out there on your own, commit to your report, and sign as if you were flying solo #RadResChat htt...

Rupa Radhakrishnan @RadRupa
T1: Can’t day Fellowship made me an expert, but it was the most high yield learning after PGY2 and it made me a confident Peds Neuroradiologist

Courtney Tomblinson, MD @cmtomblinson
@tareher @DarelHeitkamp @ACRRFS Yes just make sure to craft your question 😊 #RadResChat

Amina Farooq @AminaFarooqMD
T1: I think making connections with mentors, co-fellows, and fellow clinicians is invaluable during fellowship. After all, you can’t be an expert on everything, so connect with other experts as you become one! #RadResChat @ACRRFS

Nicholas Koontz @nakoontz
You currently? I can answer that one...just kidding. Yes, this is a great thing to inquire about. Own your fellowship and your clinical service. It only makes you better! #RadResChat

Darel Heitkamp, MD @DarelHeitkamp
T1: Fellowship is the time to do a deep dive into the anatomy, foundational texts, & hallmark papers of your subspecialty. It's also the time to join & participate in your subspecialty's annual meeting. These details are how you will add value to your group. #RadResChat @ACRRFS https://t.co/nONRBNzkHt
Thomas Reher, MD @tareher

RT @nakoontz: T1: Balancing education & service remains important for fellows, but keep in mind that the way you become an expert is by DOI...

Amina Farooq @AminaFarooqMD

RT @DarelHeitkamp: T1: Fellowship is the time to do a deep dive into the anatomy, foundational texts, & hallmark papers of your subspecialty...

ACR RFS @ACRRFS

RT @DarelHeitkamp: T1: Fellowship is the time to do a deep dive into the anatomy, foundational texts, & hallmark papers of your subspecialty...

ACR RFS @ACRRFS

RT @AminaFarooqMD: T1: I think making connections with mentors, co-fellows, and fellow clinicians is invaluable during fellowship. After a...

Nicholas Koontz @nakoontz

AAAAAAND @cmtomblinson is in the house! Welcome Courtney! #RadResChat

ACR Radiology @RadiologyACR

RT @AminaFarooqMD: T1: I think making connections with mentors, co-fellows, and fellow clinicians is invaluable during fellowship. After a...

Nicholas Koontz @nakoontz

T1: Fellowship is time to PLUG IN & ENGAGE -- be it among your referring docs, department, or subspecialty society, fellowship is time to network! Find a mentor. Build relationships. Take a deep dive into your subspecialty & ride the wave where it takes you! #RadResChat @ACRRFS

Courtney Tomblinson, MD @cmtomblinson

@AminaFarooqMD @ACRRFS T1: Agree RELATIONSHIPS built during fellowship are invaluable - within and external to the Rad Dept. #RadResChat

ACR RFS @ACRRFS

RT @nakoontz: T1: Fellowship is time to PLUG IN & ENGAGE -- be it among your referring docs, department, or subspecialty society, fellowship...

ACR RFS @ACRRFS

RT @cmtomblinson: @AminaFarooqMD @ACRRFS T1: Agree RELATIONSHIPS built during fellowship are invaluable - within and external to the Rad De...

Nicholas Koontz @nakoontz

T1: Excellent point Courtney. Fellowship is a time to own the service. You are a "junior faculty" member and no longer a trainee. #RadResChat
AND--if you're going into academics, it's time to teach others, which will make you understand the material. Seek out or create opportunities to teach #MedEd and #radres. #RadResChat

RT @nakoontz: T1: Fellowship is time to PLUG IN & ENGAGE -- be it among your referring docs, department, or subspecialty society, fellowshi...

RT @DarelHeitkamp: T1: Fellowship is the time to do a deep dive into the anatomy, foundational texts, & hallmark papers of your subspecialty...

T1: Great point @tareher -- use your time as a fellow to not only learn radiology, but also hone your skills as an educator! #RadResChat

People do both! If you’re bound for academics, you might target elite programs at which you’d love to work. If you’re PP bound, you might want a good high volume fellowship near the city you intend to eventually find a job. Helps with networking/interviewing! #RadResChat

@nakoontz T1: Safety net when you truly need it, wings for flying. #RadResChat

I think making connections with mentors, co-fellows, and fellow clinicians is invaluable during fellowship. After a...

T2: What are the biggest challenges to residents applying for fellowship today? #RadResChat #radres #iradres #radfellow @RadiologyACR https://t.co/wF38Wj72Dg

RT @nakoontz: T1: Fellowship is the time to do a deep dive into the anatomy, foundational texts, & hallmark papers of your subspecialty...

RT @ACRRFS: T2: What are the biggest challenges to residents applying for fellowship today? #RadResChat #radres #iradres #radfellow @Radiol...

RT @ACRRFS: T2: What are the biggest challenges to residents applying for fellowship today? #RadResChat #radres #iradres #radfellow @Radiol...

RT @ACRRFS: T2: What are the biggest challenges to residents applying for fellowship today? #RadResChat #radres #iradres #radfellow @Radiol...

RT @ACRRFS: T2: What are the biggest challenges to residents applying for fellowship today? #RadResChat #radres #iradres #radfellow @Radiol...

Yasha Parikh Gupta, MD @yashaguptamd
RT @DarelHeitkamp: People do both! If you’re bound for academics, you might target elite programs at which you’d love to work. If you’re PP...

Darel Heitkamp, MD @DarelHeitkamp
RT @AminaFaroqMD: T1: I think making connections with mentors, co-fellows, and fellow clinicians is invaluable during fellowship. After a...

ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @DarelHeitkamp: People do both! If you’re bound for academics, you might target elite programs at which you’d love to work. If you’re PP...

Courtney Tomblinson, MD @cmtomblinson
@tareher T1: True. By this point (in fellowship) you’ve experienced lots of different styles of teaching. Now it’s your turn to test out some methods and see what sticks (and what doesn’t). #RadResChat

Nicholas Koontz @nakoontz
T1: Networking is a key component of a successful fellowship experience. #RadResChat

Nicholas Koontz @nakoontz
T2: Historically, the helter-skelter, non-standardized application and interview process was the biggest challenge. Unlike residency, which has a defined "interview season", fellowship interview "season" spanned more than 1 academic year with rolling offers. #RadResChat @ACRRFS

Darel Heitkamp, MD @DarelHeitkamp
T2: The radiology fellowship landscape is chaotic right now. Essentially, each subspecialty fellowship is independently transitioning to the match on its own timeline. R3s need to know the status of their intended fellowship for the next interview cycle. #RadResChat @ACRRFS https://t.co/gshKJ5LuY

Robert Peng, MD, MS @RobertPengMD
RT @DarelHeitkamp: T2: The radiology fellowship landscape is chaotic right now. Essentially, each subspecialty fellowship is independently...

Robert Peng, MD, MS @RobertPengMD
RT @nakoontz: T2: Historically, the helter-skelter, non-standardized application and interview process was the biggest challenge. Unlike re...

Mitva Patel @mitvamd
#T2: Time and Money! Interviewing during board prep season is stressful. Many programs try to interview early (Jan-March) to avoid overlap. Need to interview at more places ($) if in the match. #RadResChat
ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @nakoontz: T2: Historically, the helter-skelter, non-standardized application and interview process was the biggest challenge. Unlike re...

ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @DarelHeitkamp: T2: The radiology fellowship landscape is chaotic right now. Essentially, each subspecialty fellowship is independently...

ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @mitvamd: #T2: Time and Money! Interviewing during board prep season is stressful. Many programs try to interview early (Jan-March) to a...

James Milburn MD, FACP @docroc99
#ACRRFS #RadResChat

Nicholas Koontz @nakoontz
T2: Efforts by multiple #Radiology subspecialties + @RadiologyChairs have created a more defined, standardized fellowship interview season via the SCARD Embargo, which may aid in abating what @McKGloverMD & @TirathPatelMD called the fellowship "arms race". #RadResChat @ACRRFS

Nicholas Koontz @nakoontz
RT @cmtomblinson: @tareher T1: True. By this point (in fellowship) you’ve experienced lots of different styles of teaching. Now it’s your t...

Kirang Patel, MD @koolkpMD
RT @mitvamd: #T2: Time and Money! Interviewing during board prep season is stressful. Many programs try to interview early (Jan-March) to a...

Robert Peng, MD, MS @RobertPengMD
RT @nakoontz: T2: Efforts by multiple #Radiology subspecialties + @RadiologyChairs have created a more defined, standardized fellowship int...

ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @docroc99: #ACRRFS #RadResChat https://t.co/R3bATyqRA9

ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @nakoontz: T2: Efforts by multiple #Radiology subspecialties + @RadiologyChairs have created a more defined, standardized fellowship int...

Yasha Parikh Gupta, MD @yashaguptamd
Seems like combining fellowship applications and interviewing all over with Core prep makes for a big challenge in and of itself! #RadResChat @ACRRFS
X-rayman @jkhmlf
RT @DarelHeitkamp: T1: Understanding your subspecialty through the eyes of your clinical colleagues means spending time w/ them during fell...

Radiology Partners @Rad_Partners
We absolutely agree. Relationships are key. #Radiology is a team sport! #RadResChat @ACRRFS

Nicholas Koontz @nakoontz
T2: The early bird gets the worm. Because of the competitive nature of fellowships and the as-of-now not completely standard application/interview/offers/match status of programs, #radres need to make fellowship & career decisions relatively early in training. #RadResChat @ACRRFS

Darel Heitkamp, MD @DarelHeitkamp
T2: Figuring out WHICH fellowships to apply to can be challenging. What’s your career plan? If it's a private practice job, the best fellowships tend to be those that provide high volumes of bread & butter cases & procedures - not necessarily the elite academic ones. #RadResChat https://t.co/LY3xDwXpBE

ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @yashaguptamd: Seems like combining fellowship applications and interviewing all over with Core prep makes for a big challenge in and of...

ACR Radiology @RadiologyACR
RT @nakoontz: T2: Efforts by multiple #Radiology subspecialties + @RadiologyChairs have created a more defined, standardized fellowship int...

ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @nakoontz: T2: The early bird gets the worm. Because of the competitive nature of fellowships and the as-of-now not completely standard...

Rupa Radhakrishnan @RadRupa
Great questions, and no one correct answer. Fellowship outside of your final practice will expose you to a different outlook; Yes, this is an excellent opportunity to network- we love promoting fellows #RadResChat @nakoontz @DarelHeitkamp

ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @DarelHeitkamp: T2: Figuring out WHICH fellowships to apply to can be challenging. What’s your career plan? If it's a private practice j...

Courtney Tomblinson, MD @cmtomblinson
T2: Application cost. Travel time (read: vacation days). Applying to X # program’s bc you heard that’s what people are doing. Not as much an arms race as for residency, but still an issue. #RadResChat
Thomas Reher, MD @tareher
T2: Is there some high-stakes test that we're supposed to be studying for on the interview trail? #RadResChat https://t.co/8i5KrAcKQR

Amina Farooq @AminaFarooqMD
T2: Agreed, just speaking with several residents who are applying this interview cycle, it seems like knowledge specific to each program is critical as you try to ride the wave of applications/interview seasons in subspecialties that haven't fully transitioned to the match yet.

Kirang Patel, MD @koolkpMD
RT @yashaguptamd: Seems like combining fellowship applications and interviewing all over with Core prep makes for a big challenge in and of...

ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @RadRupa: Great questions, and no one correct answer. Fellowship outside of your final practice will expose you to a different outlook;...

Nicholas Koontz @nakoontz
T2: Here's the good news: SCARD embargo & increased subspecialty matches have substantially leveled the playing field & pushed fellowship decision further into the R3 year, providing #RadRes more time to make an informed decision. #RadResChat @ACRRFS @theAPDR @RadiologyChairs

ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @cmptomblinson: T2: Application cost. Travel time (read: vacation days). Applying to X # program’s bc you heard that’s what people are do...

ACR Radiology @RadiologyACR
RT @RadRupa: Great questions, and no one correct answer. Fellowship outside of your final practice will expose you to a different outlook;...

ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @tareher: T2: Is there some high-stakes test that we’re supposed to be studying for on the interview trail? #RadResChat https://t.co/vum...

ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @nakoontz: T2: Here's the good news: SCARD embargo & increased subspecialty matches have substantially leveled the playing field & push...

Jennifer R Buckley, MD @JBuckleyMD
@ACRRFS @RadiologyACR For #IRad hopefuls, the mystery surrounding the actual number of available 'independent residency' spots was very stressful last year. We talked about it at every interview. Would like to see more transparency for this year's group... #RadResChat
Robert Peng, MD, MS @RobertPengMD
RT @tareher: T2: Is there some high-stakes test that we’re supposed to be studying for on the interview trail? #RadResChat https://t.co/vum...

Cameron Adler @CameronAdlerMD
For non-match fellowships, how should we handle it if a position is offered and you still have other scheduled interviews? I want to be able to see all the programs I’m interested in, but I don’t want to lose a good opportunity or have to cancel last min. #RadResChat

ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @JBuckleyMD: @ACRRFS @RadiologyACR For #IRad hopefuls, the mystery surrounding the actual number of available ‘independent residency’ sp...

Darel Heitkamp, MD @DarelHeitkamp
T2: How many fellowship programs should I apply to? I think it’s easier for most #RadRes to get their top fellowship choices than it is for #MedStuds to get their top residency choices. The # of apps should be far fewer for fellowship (usu 6-12 for most people). #RadResChat https://t.co/X5oUJ2SOU1

Robert Peng, MD, MS @RobertPengMD
RT @JBuckleyMD: @ACRRFS @RadiologyACR For #IRad hopefuls, the mystery surrounding the actual number of available ‘independent residency’ sp...

Rupa Radhakrishnan @RadRupa
RT @DarelHeitkamp: T2: Figuring out WHICH fellowships to apply to can be challenging. What’s your career plan? If it’s a private practice j...

ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @CameronAdlerMD: For non-match fellowships, how should we handle it if a position is offered and you still have other scheduled intervie...

X-rayman @jkhmlf
RT @nakoontz: T2: Historically, the helter-skelter, non-standardized application and interview process was the biggest challenge. Unlike re...

ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @DarelHeitkamp: T2: How many fellowship programs should I apply to? I think it’s easier for most #RadRes to get their top fellowship ch...

Courtney Tomblinson, MD @cmtomblinson
@ACRRFS @RadiologyACR T2: Fellowship Portal on @TheASNR recently updated (thanks @tabby_kennedy) with some stellar resources for #RadRes as they apply - check it out! #RadResChat https://t.co/diW17p8nrt

https://www.symplur.com/healthcare-hashtags/RadResChat/transcript/?hashtag=RadResChat&fdate=10%2F8%2F2019&shour=17&smin=0&tdate=... 19/68
Nicholas Koontz @nakoontz
T2: Agreed. Don't overlook the significant financial burden that fellowship interviews place upon trainees. It's significant. #RadResChat

Cody Quirk @CQuirkMSK
T2: Application timelines are difficult and every program interviews at different times, likely months before rank lists are due. #RadResChat

Nicholas Koontz @nakoontz
T2: A critically important challenge for #RadRes applying/interviewing for fellowships is the financial aspect. While many programs provide lodging for interviewees, the price tag for applying to programs is not insignificant, especially on a #RadRes salary! #RadResChat @ACRRFS

ACR Radiology @RadiologyACR
RT @CameronAdlerMD: For non-match fellowships, how should we handle it if a position is offered and you still have other scheduled intervie...

Jennifer R Buckley, MD @JBuckleyMD @ACRRFS @RadiologyACR Choices, choices, choices! So many great programs but all unique and difficult to directly compare -- name, size, case volume, case mix, people, location in a city you like vs a city you want to end up in. Lots of factors, hard to know which is most important. #RadResChat

ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @cmtomblinson: @ACRRFS @RadiologyACR T2: Fellowship Portal on @TheASNR recently updated (thanks @tabby_kennedy) with some stellar resour...

Daniel Ortiz, MD @danortizmd
Sorry. Can’t join for the whole hour: anniversary night, but I’ll give a few thoughts. Daniel Ortiz, private practice (the real kind) general and MSK radiologist and immediate past chair of @ACRRFS #RadResChat

Daniel Ortiz, MD @danortizmd
T1: Your primary goal in fellowship is to acquire the skills to pursue the practice you envision for yourself (or at least as close to it as possible). Don’t go for biggest name. Go for skills set YOU want to acquire. #RadResChat

Daniel Ortiz, MD @danortizmd
T2: Biggest challenge for apply to fellowship is balancing finding a fellowship that has some geographic relationship with where you want to practice (unless you have an in otherwise) and matching the skills you want to obtain. #RadResChat
Daniel Ortiz, MD @danortizmd
T3: + for match is you get to sample lots of flavors of subspecialty training. - is $ and time waiting. If you’re doing match, cast a wide net. If not, approach your targets early and accept a “good enough” place. Programs won’t tend to wait around. #RadResChat

Daniel Ortiz, MD @danortizmd
Parting thought: Don’t waste your fourth year and resist the need to use it as a “pre-fellowship.” Chose OTHER skill sets you won’t be getting in fellowship. Get as much advanced training in other things as you can four year. Most of PP is what you did in residency. #RadResChat

Yasha Parikh Gupta, MD @yashaguptamd
RT @CameronAdlerMD: For non-match fellowships, how should we handle it if a position is offered and you still have other scheduled interview...

ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @nakoontz: T2: A critically important challenge for #RadRes applying/interviewing for fellowships is the financial aspect. While many pr...

ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @JBuckleyMD: @ACRRFS @RadiologyACR Choices, choices, choices! So many great programs but all unique and difficult to directly compare --...

Ortho“Facts”⚒ (group of orthopaedic MDs) @Orthofacts
RT @nakoontz: T2: Agreed. Don’t overlook the significant financial burden that fellowship interviews place upon trainees. It’s significant....

ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @danortizmd: T1: Your primary goal in fellowship is to acquire the skills to pursue the practice you envision for yourself (or at least...

ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @danortizmd: T2: Biggest challenge for apply to fellowship is balancing finding a fellowship that has some geographic relationship with...

Darel Heitkamp, MD @DarelHeitkamp
T2: How many fellowship programs should I apply to? Of course, the ultimate # of apps depends on the strength of your application & the diversity of programs to which you are applying. Be sure to include a few programs that match the strength of your application! #RadResChat https://t.co/6zpPCSUjXK

Robert Peng, MD, MS @RobertPengMD
RT @danortizmd: T1: Your primary goal in fellowship is to acquire the skills to pursue the practice you envision for yourself (or at least...
Thomas Reher, MD @tareher 2 days ago
T2: And this number will vary for your priorities--have you already locked in a job? Do you/your family have geographic restrictions? Are you looking for particular opportunities in fellowship (research/certain sub-sub-specialization)? #RadResChat

Kirang Patel, MD @koolkpMD 2 days ago
T2: 100% agree! Time, money and concurrent CORE studying :/ #RadResChat

ACR Radiology @RadiologyACR 2 days ago
RT @cmtomblinson: @ACRRFS @RadiologyACR T2: Fellowship Portal on @TheASNR recently updated (thanks @tabby_kennedy) with some stellar resour...

ACR RFS @ACRRFS 2 days ago
RT @DarelHeitkamp: T2: How many fellowship programs should I apply to? Of course, the ultimate # of apps depends on the strength of your a...

ACR RFS @ACRRFS 2 days ago
RT @koolkpMD: T2: 100% agree! Time, money and concurrent CORE studying :/ #RadResChat https://t.co/fhUkGrxGY9

Jessica Burk @JessicaBurkMD 2 days ago
RT @DarelHeitkamp: T1: Another goal of fellowship should be "transitioning to independent practice". Fellowship should be the time you work...

Wynton Overcast @OvercastMD 2 days ago
RT @nakoontz: T2: The early bird gets the worm. Because of the competitive nature of fellowships and the as-of-now not completely standard...

Nicholas Koontz @nakoontz 2 days ago
T2: Planning and prioritization are critical for fellowship applications/interviews. You'll apply for/interview at significantly fewer places than for #RadRes. Decide early what's most important (location, faculty, job prospects, etc.) and plan accordingly! #RadResChat @ACRRFS

ACR RFS @ACRRFS 2 days ago
RT @nakoontz: T2: Planning and prioritization are critical for fellowship applications/interviews. You'll apply for/interview at significan...

Nicholas Koontz @nakoontz 2 days ago
Use R4 wisely -- it may be your final chance to experience facets of #Radiology outside your chosen subspecialty. Make it count and diversify your experience! #RadResChat
Robert Peng, MD, MS @RobertPengMD  
RT @nakoontz: Use R4 wisely -- it may be your final chance to experience facets of Radiology outside your chosen subspecialty. Make it cou...

Robert Peng, MD, MS @RobertPengMD  
RT @danortizmd: Parting thought: Don’t waste your fourth year and resist the need to use it as a “pre-fellowship.” Chose OTHER skill sets y...

Darel Heitkamp, MD @DarelHeitkamp  
T2: If you’re applying to one of the non-match fellowships like body, chest, or peds, the skewed playing field can be challenging. Fellowship PDs can offer positions on the spot with very little time to decide or interview at other programs. #RadResChat @ACRRFS https://t.co/33w0z08tO4

ACR RFS @ACRRFS  
RT @nakoontz: Use R4 wisely -- it may be your final chance to experience facets of Radiology outside your chosen subspecialty. Make it cou...

ACR RFS @ACRRFS  
RT @danortizmd: Parting thought: Don’t waste your fourth year and resist the need to use it as a “pre-fellowship.” Chose OTHER skill sets y...

Cameron Adler @CameronAdlerMD  
Going through the process right now feels like a lot of things that make it feel like an "arms race" still haven’t been addressed for non-match specialties. Wildly variable timelines for submitting applications, sending invites, etc. Quite stressful so far #RadResChat

ACR RFS @ACRRFS  
RT @DarelHeitkamp: T2: If you're applying to one of the non-match fellowships like body, chest, or peds, the skewed playing field can be ch...

Robert Peng, MD, MS @RobertPengMD  
RT @CameronAdlerMD: Going through the process right now feels like a lot of things that make it feel like an "arms race" still haven’t been...

ACR RFS @ACRRFS  
RT @CameronAdlerMD: Going through the process right now feels like a lot of things that make it feel like an "arms race" still haven’t been...

Thomas Reher, MD @tareher  
RT @nakoontz: T2: Here's the good news: SCARD embargo & increased subspecialty matches have substantially leveled the playing field & pushe...

https://www.symplur.com/healthcare-hashtags/RadResChat/transcript/?hashtag=RadResChat&fdate=10%2F8%2F2019&shour=17&smin=0&tdate=...
**Nicholas Koontz @nakoontz**  
T2: Another challenge to keep in mind is the balancing act -- realistically, #RadRes have a lot more responsibilities and less flexible work schedule than med students. Orchestrating interviews among these preexisting demands requires organization & planning. #RadResChat @ACRRFS

**Darel Heitkamp, MD @DarelHeitkamp**  
T2: How can you improve your chances of getting one of your top fellowship picks? Be active in: 1) your domain of interest (eg global health); 2) resident development programs; 3) nat'l radiology orgs (ACR, RSNA); 4) leadership roles in your program 5) Twitter! #RadResChat https://t.co/HsthAj48Os

**ACR RFS @ACRRFS**  
RT @nakoontz: T2: Another challenge to keep in mind is the balancing act -- realistically, #RadRes have a lot more responsibilities and less flexible work schedule than med students. Orchestrating interviews among these preexisting demands requires organization & planning. #RadResChat

**ACR RFS @ACRRFS**  
RT @DarelHeitkamp: T2: How can you improve your chances of getting one of your top fellowship picks? Be active in: 1) your domain of interest; 2) resident development programs; 3) nat'l radiology orgs (ACR, RSNA); 4) leadership roles in your program 5) Twitter! #RadResChat

**Darel Heitkamp, MD @DarelHeitkamp**  
T2: This is why the match helps residents. Fellowship PDs of programs outside the match have the upper hand. They can put trainees on the spot - pressuring them into accepting offers before they've interviewed anywhere else. They might give you 48 hrs to decide. #RadResChat

**Nicholas Koontz @nakoontz**  
T2: It's critical for #RadRes to know the rules of the game before they play. Every fellowship has slightly different rules for the application, interview, and match. #MayTheOddsEverBeInYourFavor #RadResChat

**ACR Radiology @RadiologyACR**  
Happy Anniversary, Dr. Ortiz! Thanks for taking some time out of such a big night to share some wisdom with future #RadFellows. That's dedication. Now, get back to celebrating. ☝️ #RadResChat

**Kirang Patel, MD @koolkpMD**  
RT @DarelHeitkamp: T2: How can you improve your chances of getting one of your top fellowship picks? Be active in: 1) your domain of interest; 2) resident development programs; 3) nat'l radiology orgs (ACR, RSNA); 4) leadership roles in your program 5) Twitter! #RadResChat

**ACR RFS @ACRRFS**  
RT @DarelHeitkamp: T2: This is why the match helps residents. Fellowship PDs of programs outside the match have the upper hand. They can pu...
Tabby Kennedy, MD @tabby_kennedy
Totally agree with you about tumor board... having to present imaging findings succinctly to clinical colleagues allows you to hone in on what you know.. really important skill to develop as a fellow.. #RadResChat @ACRRFS

ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @nakoontz: T2: It's critical for #RadRes to know the rules of the game before they play. Every fellowship has slightly different rules f...

Kirang Patel, MD @koolkpMD
RT @nakoontz: T2: Another challenge to keep in mind is the balancing act -- realistically, #RadRes have a lot more responsibilities and les...

Nicholas Koontz @nakoontz
T2: Many moving parts when applying/interviewing for fellowship. @DarelHeitkamp what are some go-to resources you advise for #RadRes? I'm a big fan of utilizing experience of current R4s, #RadRes PDs, & having applicants directly reach out to programs w/ ?s. #RadResChat @ACRRFS

Darel Heitkamp, MD @DarelHeitkamp
T2: Fellowship curricula can be quite heterogeneous from one program to another. e.g. No two body fellowship programs are alike. They widely differ in terms of MRI/CT/US volume, +/- call, +/- MSK, +/- procedures, +/- fluoro, etc. Ask about the details! #RadResChat @ACRRFS https://t.co/FSqk5LZ1D3

ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @tabby_kennedy: Totally agree with you about tumor board... having to present imaging findings succinctly to clinical colleagues allows...

ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @nakoontz: T2: Many moving parts when applying/interviewing for fellowship. @DarelHeitkamp what are some go-to resources you advise for...

ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @DarelHeitkamp: T2: Fellowship curricula can be quite heterogeneous from one program to another. e.g. No two body fellowship programs...

Yasha Parikh Gupta, MD @yashaguptamd
Twitter, people! From @DarelHeitkamp himself! #SoMe #RadResChat

Jennifer R Buckley, MD @JBuckleyMD
@CameronAdlerMD Definitely agree! Especially hear this concern among #IRad hopefuls concerned there won't be enough spots in match AND then they will have missed the 'arms race' for other fellowships (i.e. Body) by almost an entire YEAR. #RadResChat
Robert Peng, MD, MS @RobertPengMD
RT @yashaguptamd: Twitter, people! From @DarelHeitkamp himself! #SoMe #RadResChat https://t.co/Ml72yKe4CJ

ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @JBuckleyMD: @CameronAdlerMD Definitely agree! Especially hear this concern among #IRad hopefuls concerned there won't be enough spots...

Nicholas Koontz @nakoontz
Definitely a stressful time. Fortunately, the @RadiologyChairs SCARD Embargo seems to be leveling the playing field. #RadResChat

Darel Heitkamp, MD @DarelHeitkamp
T2: Not kidding about the power of Twitter. A solid #SoMe strategy can help promote #RadRes to become subject experts in their domains of interest. This brand-building helps get your fellowships & jobs of choice. #RadResChat https://t.co/oOA6ObO7Bd

Jessica Burk @JessicaBurkMD
RT @nakoontz: Use R4 wisely -- it may be your final chance to experience facets of #Radiology outside your chosen subspecialty. Make it cou...

Erika Molina @erimolina30
RT @RadiologyACR: We're just 1 HOUR away from the first @ACRRFS #RadResChat! You don't want to miss it - it's sure to be a great discussion...

Thomas Reher, MD @tareher
@CQuirkMSK @nakoontz Yeah, #NeuroRad R4 + Fellowship for the win. Do what you love and love what you do. #RadResChat

Amina Farooq @AminaFarooqMD
Great advice @DarelHeitkamp!

ACR RFS @ACRRFS
T3: What are the advantages and drawbacks to the fellowship match? How should strategy differ whether or not your fellowship goes through the match? #RadResChat #Radres #iradres #radfellow @RadiologyACR https://t.co/CBm20yBfTS

ACR Radiology @RadiologyACR
RT @JBuckleyMD: @CameronAdlerMD Definitely agree! Especially hear this concern among #IRad hopefuls concerned there won't be enough spots...

Robert Peng, MD, MS @RobertPengMD
RT @DarelHeitkamp: T2: Not kidding about the power of Twitter. A solid #SoMe strategy can help promote #RadRes to become subject experts...
Monica Wood, MD @monicajwood
@nakoontz @ACRRFS @theAPDR @RadiologyChairs Absolutely! Having to decide on a subspecialty during the R2 year does not provide enough time to explore all possibilities and meet potential mentors #RadResChat

Nicholas Koontz @nakoontz
T3: I think a standardized match favors trainees by leveling the playing field. By offering interviews & offers in a uniform manner, #RadRes are afforded the opportunity to approach interviews in a thoughtful manner without pressure to make snap decisions. #RadResChat @ACRRFS

Mitva Patel @mitvamd
#T3: The match allows residents to view programs without the pressure of needing to respond to an offer right away. If your program isn’t in the match try to interview at your top choice(s) early due to rolling offers. #RadResChat

Tirath Patel, MD @TirathPatelMD
@nakoontz @RadiologyACR @RadiologyChairs @McKGloverMD @ACRRFS @mitvamd #RadResChat We describe the radiology “fellowship arms race” in this @JACRJournal piece if anyone is interested in reading the full piece. Many of the issues remain issues for the non-Match specialties: https://t.co/GENEsi0tn7

Robert Peng, MD, MS @RobertPengMD
RT @ACRRFS: T3: What are the advantages and drawbacks to the fellowship match? How should strategy differ whether or not your fellowship go...

Jennifer R Buckley, MD @JBuckleyMD
@koolkpMD Very valid concerns! My co- #RadRes not in match specialties had their fellowships locked in almost an entire YEAR before me. They instead spent the year focused on #Core while I traveled like a maniac and #Matched just weeks before #Core. #RadResChat

ACR Radiology @RadiologyACR
RT @DarelHeitkamp: T2: Not kidding about the power of Twitter. A solid #SoMe strategy can help promote #RadRes to become subject experts...

Yasha Parikh Gupta, MD @yashaguptamd
RT @DarelHeitkamp: T2: Not kidding about the power of Twitter. A solid #SoMe strategy can help promote #RadRes to become subject experts...

ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @nakoontz: T3: I think a standardized match favors trainees by leveling the playing field. By offering interviews & offers in a uniform...
ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @mitvamd: #T3: The match allows residents to view programs without the pressure of needing to respond to an offer right away. If your p...

ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @TirathPatelMD: @nakoontz @RadiologyACR @RadiologyChairs @McKGloverMD @ACRRFS @mitvamd #RadResChat We describe the radiology “fellowshi...

ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @JBuckleyMD: @koolkpMD Very valid concerns! My co-#RadRes not in match specialties had their fellowships locked in almost an entire YEAR...

Robert Peng, MD, MS @RobertPengMD
RT @TirathPatelMD: @nakoontz @RadiologyACR @RadiologyChairs @McKGloverMD @ACRRFS @mitvamd #RadResChat We describe the radiology “fellowshi...

Radiology Partners @Rad_Partners
Great advice @danortizmd #RadResChat

Kirang Patel, MD @koolkpMD
RT @JBuckleyMD: @koolkpMD Very valid concerns! My co-#RadRes not in match specialties had their fellowships locked in almost an entire YEAR...

Robert Peng, MD, MS @RobertPengMD
RT @nakoontz: T3: I think a standardized match favors trainees by leveling the playing field. By offering interviews & offers in a uniform...

Cameron Adler @CameronAdlerMD
@mitvamd I've been trying but everyone's timelines are way off. I got an interview invite for one program before another even started accepting applications 😓 #RadResChat

Robert Peng, MD, MS @RobertPengMD
RT @JBuckleyMD: @koolkpMD Very valid concerns! My co-#RadRes not in match specialties had their fellowships locked in almost an entire YEAR...

Darel Heitkamp, MD @DarelHeitkamp
T3: Overall, the fellowship match is a big win for trainees. Just having *standard dates* for interviewing and offering positions really levels the playing field for residents. Before the match, fellowship PDs held too much power in the relationship. #RadResChat @ACRRFS https://t.co/8ATch1a87h
Patricia Balthazar, MD  @PBalthazarMD
I’ve seen a lot of my friends struggling to keep up with Core exam studying while interviewing for fellowship... plus the cost. If not part of the match, you can be pressured to commit before interviewing in other places you might want to consider.
#RadResChat @ACRRFS

Nicholas Koontz  @nakoontz
#RequiredReading for all #RadRes, PD, #RadiologyFaculty, and Department Chair.
#RadResChat @ACRRFS @RadiologyChairs

ACR RFS  @ACRRFS
RT @DarelHeitkamp: T3: Overall, the fellowship match is a big win for trainees. Just having *standard dates* for interviewing and offering...

Wynton Overcast  @OvercastMD
@DarelHeitkamp Would an applicant being previously involved in another sub specialty society other than the one you end up applying to be a negative/neutral/positive? (eg Society of Abd Radiology when you end up applying neuro) #radreschat @ACRRFS

ACR RFS  @ACRRFS
RT @PBalthazarMD: I’ve seen a lot of my friends struggling to keep up with Core exam studying while interviewing for fellowship... plus the...

Cody Quirk  @CQuirkMSK
T3: advantage is ability to see more programs, programs also giving more interviews and having to look in new places for strong #radres #RadResChat

ACR Radiology  @RadiologyACR
RT @DarelHeitkamp: T3: Overall, the fellowship match is a big win for trainees. Just having *standard dates* for interviewing and offering...

ACR RFS  @ACRRFS
RT @nakoontz: #RequiredReading for all #RadRes, PD, #RadiologyFaculty, and Department Chair. #RadResChat @ACRRFS @RadiologyChairs https://t...

ACR Radiology  @RadiologyACR
RT @TirathPatelMD: @nakoontz @RadiologyACR @RadiologyChairs @McKGloverMD @ACRRFS @mitvamd #RadResChat We describe the radiology "fellowshi...

Kirang Patel, MD  @koolkpMD
RT @PBalthazarMD: I’ve seen a lot of my friends struggling to keep up with Core exam studying while interviewing for fellowship... plus the...
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Username</th>
<th>Tweet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nicholas Koontz @nakoontz</td>
<td>T3: By defining interview season as Dec 1- March 31, SCARD Embargo shifts interviews deeper into residency. This helps curtail the &quot;arms race&quot; &amp; gives #RadRes more time for subspecialty rotations, hopefully allowing a more informed decision. #RadResChat @ACRRFS @RadiologyChairs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACR RFS @ACRRFS</td>
<td>RT @OvercastMD: @DarelHeitkamp Would an applicant being previously involved in another sub specialty society other than the one you end up...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACR RFS @ACRRFS</td>
<td>RT @nakoontz: T3: By defining interview season as Dec 1- March 31, SCARD Embargo shifts interviews deeper into residency. This helps curta...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACR Radiology @RadiologyACR</td>
<td>RT @OvercastMD: @DarelHeitkamp Would an applicant being previously involved in another sub specialty society other than the one you end up...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yasha Parikh Gupta, MD @yashaguptamd</td>
<td>@ACRRFS @RadiologyACR What about the specialties that have some programs in the match and some out of the match?! @BreastImaging is one but I am sure there are others. How do you navigate? #RadResChat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACR Radiology @RadiologyACR</td>
<td>RT @yashaguptamd: @ACRRFS @RadiologyACR What about the specialties that have some programs in the match and some out of the match?! @Breast...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cody Quirk @CQuirkMSK</td>
<td>T3: disadvantages 📈 costs for #radres and interviews at places you might not strongly consider, plus that pesky @ABR_Radiology exam #RadResChat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darel Heitkamp, MD @DarelHeitkamp</td>
<td>T3: #RadEd History: An NRMP all-fellowship match actually occurred in Spring 2004 but it fell apart when programs filled outside of it. Another failed attempt occurred in 2013 after the move to the Core Exam. <a href="https://t.co/eZB2ISz2xq">https://t.co/eZB2ISz2xq</a> <a href="https://t.co/uoMaFnEK6R">https://t.co/uoMaFnEK6R</a> #RadResChat @ACRRFS <a href="https://t.co/hAnubZTHda">https://t.co/hAnubZTHda</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholas Koontz @nakoontz</td>
<td>No, there would be no stigma about that. As a #RadRes, you should actively explore all facets of radiology before deciding on a specialty. #TryBeforeYouBuy #RadResChat @ACRRFS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACR RFS @ACRRFS</td>
<td>RT @DarelHeitkamp: T3: #RadEd History: An NRMP all-fellowship match actually occurred in Spring 2004 but it fell apart when programs filled...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @CQuirkMSK: T3: disadvantages costs for #radres and interviews at places you might not strongly consider, plus that pesky @ABR_Radiolo...

Alexander Rand @AlexanderRandMD
T3 To how many programs should one apply for a matched fellowship? How many interviews are "needed" to match? #RadResChat

ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @nakoontz: No, there would be no stigma about that. As a #RadRes, you should actively explore all facets of radiology before deciding on...

Cameron Adler @CameronAdlerMD
This helps, but there should be standard timelines for accepting applications and offering interviews, too. #RadResChat

ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @AlexanderRandMD: T3 To how many programs should one apply for a matched fellowship? How many interviews are "needed" to match? #RadRes...

Jennifer R Buckley, MD @JBuckleyMD
@DarelHeitkamp 100% agree in the power of #MedTwitter. Can't be understated. - Information - Networking - Camaraderie - Self-promotion/branding When used appropriately, all can be hugely important to achieving goals in #RadRes, #RadFellow, and beyond. #RadResChat

Cameron Adler @CameronAdlerMD
RT @TirathPatelMD: @nakoontz @RadiologyACR @RadiologyChairs @McK GloverMD @ACRRFS @mitvamd #RadResChat We describe the radiology "fellowshi...

Nicholas Koontz @nakoontz
T3: Likewise, as more subspecialties have moved to fellowship matches, I think #RadRes benefit from a more level playing field. The rush to lock in interviews & make rapid, life-altering decisions is certainly less than it once was. #RadResChat @ACRRFS @RadiologyChairs @theAPDR

Kirang Patel, MD @koolkpMD
RT @AlexanderRandMD: T3 To how many programs should one apply for a matched fellowship? How many interviews are "needed" to match? #RadRes...

ACR Radiology @RadiologyACR
RT @JBuckleyMD: @DarelHeitkamp 100% agree in the power of #MedTwitter. Can't be understated. - Information - Networking - Camaraderie -...
Wynton Overcast @OvercastMD
I view this as: “In the present, do the things you want to do as the future radiologist/staff you hope to be” @ACRRFS #radreschat

Kirang Patel, MD @koolkpMD
RT @JBuckleyMD: @DarelHeitkamp 100% agree in the power of #MedTwitter. Can't be understated. - Information - Networking - Camaraderie -...

ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @CameronAdlerMD: This helps, but there should be standard timelines for accepting applications and offering interviews, too. #RadResChat...

ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @JBuckleyMD: @DarelHeitkamp 100% agree in the power of #MedTwitter. Can't be understated. - Information - Networking - Camaraderie -...

ACR Radiology @RadiologyACR
RT @AlexanderRandMD: T3 To how many programs should one apply for a matched fellowship? How many interviews are "needed" to match? #RadRes...

ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @nakoontz: T3: Likewise, as more subspecialties have moved to fellowship matches, I think #RadRes benefit from a more level playing fiel...

Nicholas Koontz @nakoontz
T3: I believe that @DarelHeitkamp has some thoughts on this that he will flesh out yet tonight. It's complex and depends on strength of candidate, how coveted the position is, and lot of other factors. Bottom line: it's a lot few than for #RadRes interviews. #RadResChat @ACRRFS

Darel Heitkamp, MD @DarelHeitkamp
T3: Advantages: 1. Uniform Interview Dates: Combats interview date creep (a race to the swiftest) 2. Uniform Offer Date: Applicants can interview all programs before deciding 3. Declared Positions: Residents know how many of a program's spots are in the match #RadResChat https://t.co/HX7j4QI0Ko

ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @nakoontz: T3: I believe that @DarelHeitkamp has some thoughts on this that he will flesh out yet tonight. It's complex and depends on s...

ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @DarelHeitkamp: T3: Advantages: 1. Uniform Interview Dates: Combats interview date creep (a race to the swiftest) 2. Uniform Offer Dat
**ACR Radiology** @RadiologyACR 2 days ago
RT @DarelHeitkamp: T3: Advantages: 1. Uniform Interview Dates: Combats interview date creep (a race to the swiftest) 2. Uniform Offer Dat...

**Nicholas Koontz** @nakoontz 2 days ago
T3: The SCARD Embargo does come with some tradeoffs. While a later interview window gives #RadRes more time to explore options, it does so at the cost of shortening the amount of time they have to plan & execute a cross-country move #RadResChat @ACRRFS @RadiologyChairs @theAPDR

**Yasha Parikh Gupta, MD** @yashaguptamd 2 days ago
RT @JBuckleyMD: @DarelHeitkamp 100% agree in the power of #MedTwitter. Can't be understated. - Information - Networking - Camaraderie -...

**Yasha Parikh Gupta, MD** @yashaguptamd 2 days ago
Girl, same.

**ACR RFS** @ACRRFS 2 days ago
RT @nakoontz: T3: The SCARD Embargo does come with some tradeoffs. While a later interview window gives #RadRes more time to explore option...

**Darel Heitkamp, MD** @DarelHeitkamp 2 days ago
T3: Drawbacks: The presence of the match virtually eliminates the ability of a resident to snag her/his dream fellowship in just one interview - a luxury that keeps expenses to a minimum. #RadResChat @ACRRFS https://t.co/scoAzkcdUF

**ACR RFS** @ACRRFS 2 days ago
RT @DarelHeitkamp: T3: Drawbacks: The presence of the match virtually eliminates the ability of a resident to snag her/his dream fellowshi...

**Jennifer R Buckley, MD** @JBuckleyMD 2 days ago
@ACRRFS @RadiologyACR I was very glad I was in the #RadFellow match. Gave me room to explore programs and weigh my decision w/o pressure of time/expiring offers. Definitely more costly and has other stress (travel, attn away from core), but overall I strongly support the match process. #RadResChat

**Thomas Reher, MD** @tareher 2 days ago
@DarelHeitkamp T2: There's a profound advantage for in-house applicants. #SoMe and involvement with national and subspecialty groups are the next best advantage. #RadResChat

**Tabby Kennedy, MD** @tabby_kennedy 2 days ago
Agree with you Nick ... pushing the date back for all fellowships allows residents more time to find the specialty that fits best for them.. while the field is chaotic.. this a step in the right direction..
Nicholas Koontz @nakoontz
2 days ago
T3: It’s getting better, but lack of uniform application & match processes = persistent disadvantages. #RadRes must be aware that different subspecialties have different governing operations & rules. Do your homework ahead of time! #RadResChat @ACRRFS @RadiologyChairs @theAPDR

Yasha Parikh Gupta, MD @yashaguptamd
2 days ago
RT @tareher: @DarelHeitkamp T2: There’s a profound advantage for in-house applicants. #SoMe and involvement with national and subspecialty...

ACR RFS @ACRRFS
2 days ago
RT @JBuckleyMD: @ACRRFS @RadiologyACR I was very glad I was in the #RadFellow match. Gave me room to explore programs and weigh my decision...

Veterans Health @edcvhf2
2 days ago
RT @AlexanderRandMD: T3 To how many programs should one apply for a matched fellowship? How many interviews are "needed" to match? #RadRes...

Nicholas Koontz @nakoontz
2 days ago
I think this is the opinion that I’ve heard most frequently from recent #RadRes. In general, I think a #RadFellow match has high favorability despite some drawbacks. #RadResChat @ACRRFS

ACR RFS @ACRRFS
2 days ago
RT @nakoontz: T3: It’s getting better, but lack of uniform application & match processes = persistent disadvantages. #RadRes must be aware...

Alexander Rand @AlexanderRandMD
2 days ago
Do you think we will see a shift in overall fellowship application patterns/fewer applications for non-IR fellowships with the new early lock-in for IR residents (via IR residency or ESIR)? I am an aspiring breast imager myself. #RadResChat

Darel Heitkamp, MD @DarelHeitkamp
2 days ago
T3: If your fellowship does NOT go through the match, the race goes to the swiftest! You need to know when programs start taking apps and when they start interviewing. Also consider: would you take an offer from program X without visiting the others? #RadResChat https://t.co/bgvVVY2kF3

Nicholas Koontz @nakoontz
2 days ago
RT @tareher: @DarelHeitkamp T2: There’s a profound advantage for in-house applicants. #SoMe and involvement with national and subspecialty...
Wynton Overcast @OvercastMD
At the @meshincubator @MGHImaging this week thanks to #SoMe interactions with @MarcSucciMD Certainly no expert in innovation yet myself but providing a huge opportunity that will potentially alter the course of my career!

Robert Peng, MD, MS @RobertPengMD
@AlexanderRandMD @DarelHeitkamp @amykpatel Your "brand" just simply comes down to being yourself. Retweeting messages + participating in discussions that are meaningful to you. You'll see that you already know many of your co-applicants and even program directors through twitter #radreschat #radres #iradres @RadiologyACR

Erika Molina @erimolina30
RT @ACRRFS: Welcome to our first #RadResChat!! Tonight we're talking about the fellowship process. Who's joining us this evening ? Please...

Robert Peng, MD, MS @RobertPengMD
RT @JBuckleyMD: @DarelHeitkamp 100% agree in the power of #MedTwitter. Can't be understated. - Information - Networking - Camaraderie -...

ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @AlexanderRandMD: Do you think we will see a shift in overall fellowship application patterns/fewer applications for non-IR fellowships...

 Nicholas Koontz @nakoontz
T3: Fellowships that fill outside match require different strategy: You're up against the clock & these must be viewed as "time critical". You may be offered a spot and have to move quickly. #EarlyBirdGetsTheWorm #EarlyWormGetsEaten #RadResChat @ACRRFS @RadiologyChairs @theAPDR

UMKC Radiology @UMKCRads
RT @JBuckleyMD: @ACRRFS Jen Buckley -- PGY5 & Chief Resident @UMKCRads, future #IRad independent res @UTHradiology. Excited for tonight’s...

Robert Peng, MD, MS @RobertPengMD
RT @AlexanderRandMD @DarelHeitkamp @amykpatel Your "brand" just simply comes down to being yourself. Retweeting messages + p...

UMKC Radiology @UMKCRads
RT @koolkpMD: Hey everyone... Kirang Patel, R2 at @UMKCRads! Excited to be here! #RadResChat https://t.co/7FmjTnqnhA
ACR RFS  @ACRRFS
RT @nakoontz: T3: Fellowships that fill outside match require different strategy: You’re up against the clock & these must be viewed as "ti...

ACR Radiology  @RadiologyACR
RT @AlexanderRandMD: Do you think we will see a shift in overall fellowship application patterns/fewer applications for non-IR fellowships...

Rubal Penna DO  @rubal_penna
RT @DarelHeitkamp: T2: How can you improve your chances of getting one of your top fellowship picks? Be active in: 1) your domain of inter...

Veterans Health  @edcvhf2
RT @OvercastMD: @DarelHeitkamp Would an applicant being previously involved in another sub specialty society other than the one you end up...

Amy Patel, MD  @amykpatel
T2: sorry, I’m late to the party! Agree with @DarelHeitkamp entirely on this one! Your digital presence is becoming increasingly relevant, & especially on Twitter. @J BuckleyMD can attest to this, too, as she just experienced this on the #IRad interview trail! #RadResChat

Yasha Parikh Gupta, MD  @yashaguptamd
RT @RobertPengMD: @AlexanderRandMD @DarelHeitkamp @amykpatel Your "brand" just simply comes down to being yourself. Retweeting messages + p...

ACR Radiology  @RadiologyACR
RT @tareher: @DarelHeitkamp T2: There’s a profound advantage for in-house applicants. #SoMe and involvement with national and subspecialty...

Darel Heitkamp, MD  @DarelHeitkamp
T3: If your fellowship DOES go through the match, then you have the luxury of visiting all of your programs (like you did for residency) before you decide. Ask yourself: what features of this program will be of greatest value to my future job? #RadResChat @ACRRFS @theAPDR https://t.co/D9PAYUpCd8

ACR RFS  @ACRRFS
RT @amykpatel: T2: sorry, I’m late to the party! Agree with @DarelHeitkamp entirely on this one! Your digital presence is becoming increasi...

Kirang Patel, MD  @koolkpMD
RT @amykpatel: T2: sorry, I’m late to the party! Agree with @DarelHeitkamp entirely on this one! Your digital presence is becoming increasi...
ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @DarelHeitkamp: T3: If your fellowship DOES go through the match, then you have the luxury of visiting all of your programs (like you di...

Kirang Patel, MD @koolkpMD
RT @RobertPengMD @AlexanderRandMD @DarelHeitkamp @amykpatel Your "brand" just simply comes down to being yourself. Retweeting messages + p...

Jennifer R Buckley, MD @JBuckleyMD
@nakoontz @ACRRFS Agree. I think timing is still not quite right. All #IRad interviews were done by end of March (much appreciated) yet we didn’t match till JUNE (just before Core). Match could be moved up to better separate from #Core. #RadResChat

Alexander Rand @AlexanderRandMD
@RobertPengMD @DarelHeitkamp @amykpatel @RadiologyACR Is there any harm or benefit in following radiologists who are fellowship program directors? I do not want to project that I strongly favor one over the other at this point. #RadResChat

ACR Radiology @RadiologyACR
RT @DarelHeitkamp: T3: If your fellowship DOES go through the match, then you have the luxury of visiting all of your programs (like you di...

UMKC Radiology @UMKCRads
RT @amykpatel: T2: sorry, I’m late to the party! Agree with @DarelHeitkamp entirely on this one! Your digital presence is becoming increasi...

ACR Radiology @RadiologyACR
RT @AlexanderRandMD: @RobertPengMD @DarelHeitkamp @amykpatel @RadiologyACR Is there any harm or benefit in following radiologists who are f...

Nicholas Koontz @nakoontz
No data to support, but I suspect the answer is yes...for now. #IRad definitely has the cool factor at the moment, but everything is cyclical (like technology, right? -- bring back my pager!) & things will ebb and flow w/ #RadFellow decisions depending on markets. #RadResChat

Abhimanyu Mahajan @amahajan001
Almost exactly what #Neurology is trying hard to achieve. Standard dates for application and results help all trainees. @AANMember @ASouthStrokeDoc @zach_london @NeurologyToday #RadResChat

ACR RFS @ACRRFS
T4: What is the risk-benefit analysis to doing a fellowship in a hot radiology job market? What about doing two fellowships? #RadResChat #radres #iradres #radfellow @RadiologyACR https://t.co/VzsX1NnDWN

https://www.symplur.com/healthcare-hashtags/RadResChat/transcript/?hashtag=RadResChat&fdate=10%2F8%2F2019&shour=17&smin=0&tdate=...
Wynton Overcast @OvercastMD
@mitvamd During residency interviews I based so much of my decision on the interview day itself- Do we have enough information to decide where one of our top choices might be before starting interviews? #radreschat

Nicholas Koontz @nakoontz
T4: Well, this is quite literally the million dollar question. With a white hot job market, a #RadRes can often ink a contract without doing a fellowship. From a purely financial sense, it may be hard to say that's a bad plan. #RadResChat @ACRRFS @RadiologyChairs @theAPDR

Amina Farooq @AminaFarooqMD
RT @amykpatel: T2: sorry, I’m late to the party! Agree with @DarelHeitkamp entirely on this one! Your digital presence is becoming increasi...

Veterans Health @edcvhf2
RT @TirathPatelMD: @nakoontz @RadiologyACR @RadiologyChairs @McKGloverMD @ACRRFS @mitvamd #RadResChat We describe the radiology “fellowshi...

Veterans Health @edcvhf2
RT @JBuckleyMD: @DarelHeitkamp 100% agree in the power of #MedTwitter. Can't be understated. - Information - Networking - Camaraderie -...

Jenny Jones @Jenny_Writer
RT @ACRRFS: T4: What is the risk-benefit analysis to doing a fellowship in a hot radiology job market? What about doing two fellowships? #R...

Darel Heitkamp, MD @DarelHeitkamp
T4: The decision to forgo fellowship is certainly controversial. There are some who would say that it's just too risky & doesn't add any subspecialty value to your group. Ultimately it's a personal decision that should fit the needs of you and your family. #RadResChat @ACRRFS https://t.co/xLaQgOfI9f

Veterans Health @edcvhf2
RT @CameronAdlerMD: Hello everyone! R3 from Mayo Clinic Arizona currently in the middle of fellowship applications. #radreschat

ACR Radiology @RadiologyACR
RT @DarelHeitkamp: T4: The decision to forgo fellowship is certainly controversial. There are some who would say that it's just too risky &...
Darel Heitkamp, MD @DarelHeitkamp 2 days ago
Yes! This is where we were heading with "interview creep" associated w/ non-match specialties. My former resident @DrJohnTobben interviewed as a 2nd year for an MSK fellowship just before MSK went into the match. Programs were cutthroat for the best applicants. #RadResChat

Cody Quirk @CQuirkMSK 2 days ago
This.

ACR RFS @ACRRFS 2 days ago
RT @nakoontz: T4: Well, this is quite literally the million dollar question. With a white hot job market, a #RadRes can often ink a contrac...

Nicholas Koontz @nakoontz 2 days ago
T4: If you distill the decision into a strictly dollars and cents equation, you can argue that fellowships are a poor financial decision. I think that's an oversimplification & that #RadRes need to consider more than just $$$.
#RadResChat @ACRRFS @RadiologyChairs @theAPDR

ACR RFS @ACRRFS 2 days ago
RT @DarelHeitkamp: T4: The decision to forgo fellowship is certainly controversial. There are some who would say that it's just too risky &...

ACR RFS @ACRRFS 2 days ago
RT @DarelHeitkamp: Yes! This is where we were heading with "interview creep" associated w/ non-match specialties. My former resident @DrJohn...

ACR RFS @ACRRFS 2 days ago
RT @nakoontz: T4: If you distill the decision into a strictly dollars and cents equation, you can argue that fellowships are a poor financi...

Veterans Health @edcvhf2 2 days ago
RT @yashaguptamd: @ACRRFS @RadiologyACR What about the specialties that have some programs in the match and some out of the match?! @Breast...

John Tobben @DrJohnTobben 2 days ago
RT @DarelHeitkamp: Yes! This is where we were heading with "interview creep" associated w/ non-match specialties. My former resident @DrJohn...

Darel Heitkamp, MD @DarelHeitkamp 2 days ago
T4: With the restructuring of the 4th year residency curriculum, it's now possible for some residents to do a 3 or 6 month block of 4th-year electives in a single subspecialty. That kind of "mini-fellowship" may be enough for many groups desperate to hire. #RadResChat https://t.co/FlpU0sgGOm
ACR Radiology @RadiologyACR
RT @nakoontz: T4: If you distill the decision into a strictly dollars and cents equation, you can argue that fellowships are a poor financi...

K Elizabeth Hawk, MS MD PhD @HawkImaging
RT @Rad_Partners: Great advice @danortizmd #RadResChat https://t.co/9XdxPEHzUS

ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @DarelHeitkamp: T4: With the restructuring of the 4th year residency curriculum, it’s now possible for some residents to do a 3 or 6 mon...

Kirang Patel, MD @koolkpMD
I think it is one of those “think long-term, NOT short-term” type of thing! #RadResChat

K Elizabeth Hawk, MS MD PhD @HawkImaging
RT @Rad_Partners: We absolutely agree. Relationships are key. #Radiology is a team sport! #RadResChat @ACRRFS https://t.co/UjYBis4daQ

Jennifer R Buckley, MD @JBuckleyMD
@AlexanderRandMD @RobertPengMD @DarelHeitkamp @amykpatel @RadiologyACR
I did! No shame in my game. #MedTwitter is incredibly welcoming. Awesome way to put yourself on radar of a program out of your region. Also lets you get to know them thru their tweets. IMO would cast a wide net beyond just the ones you think you’re interested in. #RadResChat

Mitva Patel @mitvamd
T4# Keep in mind most rads don’t stay with their first job. So you could end up looking for another job later (maybe when the market isn’t hot) without a fellowship on your CV. #RadResChat

Tabby Kennedy, MD @tabby_kennedy
The fellowship match most often is on the side of the fellow. There are more spots available than there are applicants. If applicants do their homework- apply to programs that they are interested in... there is a high % they will match at their top program

Nicholas Koontz @nakoontz
T4: #RadRes need also weigh the non-financial intangibles of doing a #Radiology fellowship: education, expertise, mentorship, networking, job security, camaraderie, professional advancement, academic trajectory, adventure, etc. #RadResChat @ACRRFS @RadiologyChairs @theAPDR

Vivek Yedavalli, MD, MS @vsyedavalli
RT @nakoontz: T1: Fellowship is time to PLUG IN & ENGAGE -- be it among your referring docs, department, or subspecialty society, fellowshi...
Alexander Rand @AlexanderRandMD
t4 Slightly off topic, but what do you think is the risk-benefit analysis to doing a mini-fellowship (+/- subsequent fellowship)? #RadResChat

ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @JBuckleyMD: @AlexanderRandMD @RobertPengMD @DarelHeitkamp @amykpatel @RadiologyACR I did! No shame in my game. #MedTwitter is incredibl...

ACR Radiology @RadiologyACR
RT @mitvamd: T4# Keep in mind most rads don’t stay with their first job. So you could end up looking for another job later (maybe when the...

Thomas Reher, MD @tareher
t4: With the market as hot as it is now, it's more about expertise and doing what you love than your appeal to potential employers in PP. Yes, there's security some security, but many practices need rads *today.* #RadResChat

ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @mitvamd: T4# Keep in mind most rads don’t stay with their first job. So you could end up looking for another job later (maybe when the...

Abhimanyu Mahajan @amahajan001
I wanted to write about #NeurologyFellowships but it turns out @DarelHeitkamp is doing a fantastic job for #RadResChat. Imitation is the best form of flattery so here come some retweets. #Neurology 1/Many

Amina Farooq @AminaFarooqMD
RT @DarelHeitkamp: T4: With the restructuring of the 4th year residency curriculum, it's now possible for some residents to do a 3 or 6 mon...

Vivek Yedavalli, MD, MS @vsyedavalli
RT @nakoontz: T1: Balancing education & service remains important for fellows, but keep in mind that the way you become an expert is by DOI...

Nicholas Koontz @nakoontz
#Preach TK! It’s not a perfect system and we will never have a perfect system, but things are moving in the right way -- favoring the #RadRes over the institutions. #RadResChat

Amina Farooq @AminaFarooqMD
RT @nakoontz: T4: If you distill the decision into a strictly dollars and cents equation, you can argue that fellowships are a poor financi...

Amy Patel, MD @amykpatel
RT @JBuckleyMD: @AlexanderRandMD @RobertPengMD @DarelHeitkamp @amykpatel @RadiologyACR I did! No shame in my game. #MedTwitter is incredibl...
ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @nakoontz: T4: #RadRes need also weigh the non-financial intangibles of doing a #Radiology fellowship: education, expertise, mentorship,...

ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @AlexanderRandMD: T4 Slightly off topic, but what do you think is the risk-benefit analysis to doing a mini-fellowship (+/- subsequent f...

Darel Heitkamp, MD @DarelHeitkamp
T4: This isn't trivial. As @ScottTruhlar details below, the total realized loss of income that is sacrificed for a year-long fellowship is substantial. And for most groups, there is no salary premium for this sacrifice. #RadResChat @ACRRFS @theAPDR https://t.co/22kQEol2zz

ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @tareher: T4: With the market as hot as it is now, it's more about expertise and doing what you love than your appeal to potential emplo...

ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @amahajan001: I wanted to write about #NeurologyFellowships but it turns out @DarelHeitkamp is doing a fantastic job for #RadResChat. Im...

Vivek Yedavalli, MD, MS @vsyedavalli
RT @cmtomblinson: T1: Pretend like you’re out there on your own, commit to your report, and sign as if you were flying solo #RadResChat htt...

Robert Peng, MD, MS @RobertPengMD
RT @AlexanderRandMD: T4 Slightly off topic, but what do you think is the risk-benefit analysis to doing a mini-fellowship (+/- subsequent f...

Robert Peng, MD, MS @RobertPengMD
RT @mitvamd: T4# Keep in mind most rads don’t stay with their first job. So you could end up looking for another job later (maybe when the...

ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @DarelHeitkamp: T4: This isn't trivial. As @ScottTruhlar details below, the total realized loss of income that is sacrificed for a year-...

Nicholas Koontz @nakoontz
T4: Fellowship is not a panacea. It will not guarantee you a job or specific career trajectory. BUT, it will certainly open doors & catalyze personal and professional growth. Individuals must frame their personal aims & expectations #RadResChat @ACRRFS @RadiologyChairs @theAPDR

https://www.symplur.com/healthcare-hashtags/RadResChat/transcript/?hashtag=RadResChat&fdate=10%2F8%2F2019&shour=17&smin=0&tdate=...
Thomas Reher, MD @tareher
T4: As for 2 fellowships, try to squeeze every last drop out of R4 first. #RadResChat https://t.co/G70vdj0tPF

Veterans Health @edcvhf2
RT @DarelHeitkamp: T3: Overall, the fellowship match is a big win for trainees. Just having *standard dates* for interviewing and offering...

Nicholas Koontz @nakoontz
T4: The price tag of fellowship is important, but I still think it shouldn't be the ultimate deciding factor. Important, yes, but not paramount. #RadResChat

ACR Radiology @RadiologyACR
RT @AlexanderRandMD: T4 Slightly off topic, but what do you think is the risk-benefit analysis to doing a mini-fellowship (+/- subsequent f...

Darel Heitkamp, MD @DarelHeitkamp
T4: In my experience, the fellowship issue is a "push" if you can get a job straight out of residency and function well in a group for at least 3-4 years, assuming you get a good letter of recommendation. You would be marketable even in a down job market. #RadResChat @ACRRFS https://t.co/PnPXlgwM9C

Mitva Patel @mitvamd
RT @tareher: T4: As for 2 fellowships, try to squeeze every last drop out of R4 first. #RadResChat https://t.co/G70vdj0tPF

Amina Farooq @AminaFarooqMD
I like this proactive way of approaching/evaluating potential fellowship programs.

Abhimonyu Mahajan @amahajan001
Fellowships vary in duration, focus, content, geographical locations, intended and actual outcomes. Some are accredited, others are more flexible and therefore, more complicated. #NeurologyFellowships #Neurology

Thomas Reher, MD @tareher
RT @DarelHeitkamp: T4: This isn't trivial. As @ScottTruhlar details below, the total realized loss of income that is sacrificed for a year...

ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @DarelHeitkamp: T4: In my experience, the fellowship issue is a "push" if you can get a job straight out of residency and function well...

ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @nakoontz: T4: The price tag of fellowship is important, but I still think it shouldn't be the ultimate deciding factor. Important, yes,...
ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @tareher: T4: As for 2 fellowships, try to squeeze every last drop out of R4 first. #RadResChat https://t.co/G70vdj0tPF

2 days ago

ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @nakoontz: T4: Fellowship is not a panacea. It will not guarantee you a job or specific career trajectory. BUT, it will certainly open d...

2 days ago

Nicholas Koontz @nakoontz
T4: Multiple or multi-year fellowships = a case-by-case determination. One size doesn’t fit all. It boils down to what you want to accomplish. Pursuing an academic career? Will it allow mastery of certain procedural skill set? What is your confidence level? #RadResChat @ACRRFS

2 days ago

Veterans Health @edcvhf2
RT @RadiologyACR: Happy Anniversary, Dr. Ortiz! 🎉 Thanks for taking some time out of such a big night to share some wisdom with future #RadFe...

2 days ago

Robert Peng, MD, MS @RobertPengMD
RT @DarelHeitkamp: T4: This isn’t trivial. As @ScottTruhlar details below, the total realized loss of income that is sacrificed for a year-...

2 days ago

Nicholas Koontz @nakoontz
T4: @tareher brings up a good point. With the @ABR_Radiology Core Exam when it is, it does free up the R4 year for a lot more elective time. That in and of itself may mitigate some of the push for a 2 year fellowship in the current era of training. #RadResChat @ACRRFS

2 days ago

ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @nakoontz: T4: Multiple or multi-year fellowships = a case-by-case determination. One size doesn’t fit all. It boils down to what you wa...

2 days ago

Amina Farooq @AminaFarooqMD
RT @nakoontz: T4: #RadRes need also weigh the non-financial intangibles of doing a Radiology fellowship: education, expertise, mentorship,…

2 days ago

ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @nakoontz: T4: @tareher brings up a good point. With the @ABR_Radiology Core Exam when it is, it does free up the R4 year for a lot more...

2 days ago

Darel Heitkamp, MD @DarelHeitkamp
T4: I’ve seen many residents successfully enter practice without a fellowship. I’ve also seen residents do fellowships & then practice in other subspecialties altogether. If the opportunity is right for you, it’s worth consideration! #RadResChat @ACRRFS https://t.co/CdH1phkxVq
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Username</th>
<th>Message</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Veterans Health</td>
<td>RT @JBUckleyMD: @CameronAdlerMD Definitely agree! Especially hear this concern among #IRad hopefuls concerned there won’t be enough spots...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASNR</td>
<td>RT @cmtomblinson: @ACRRFS @RadiologyACR T2: Fellowship Portal on @TheASNR recently updated (thanks @tabby_kennedy) with some stellar resource...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACR RFS</td>
<td>RT @DarelHeitkamp: T4: I've seen many residents successfully enter practice without a fellowship. I've also seen residents do fellowships &amp;...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abhimanyu Mahajan</td>
<td>More variability = greater need for homework = perhaps need for more interviews = greater chance of buyer’s remorse when you pick the lowest fruit. Observe, experience and choose well. #NeurologyFellowships #Neurology 3/Many</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholas Koontz</td>
<td>T4: Whether or not one does a fellowship (or multi-year vs. single year fellowship) does NOT automatically define your career success. It’s an opportunity to take a final #Radiology training &quot;deep dive&quot; &amp; can be a strong tool for helping become your best self #RadResChat @ACRRFS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darel Heitkamp, MD</td>
<td>T4: 2 years of fellowship training makes sense for a select group - eg those who want a 2nd year of subspecialty neuro training (PedsNeuro or H&amp;N). But doing 2 completely different 1-yr fellowships is not worth the sacrifice. (See @ScottTruhlar comment). #RadResChat @ACRRFS <a href="https://t.co/4OtCQ2sNGu">https://t.co/4OtCQ2sNGu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACR RFS</td>
<td>RT @nakoontz: T4: Whether or not one does a fellowship (or multi-year vs. single year fellowship) does NOT automatically define your career...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACR RFS</td>
<td>RT @DarelHeitkamp: T4: 2 years of fellowship training makes sense for a select group - eg those who want a 2nd year of subspecialty neuro t...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austin Wheeler</td>
<td>RT @nakoontz: T1: Fellowship is time to PLUG IN &amp; ENGAGE -- be it among your referring docs, department, or subspecialty society, fellowshi...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tabby Kennedy, MD</td>
<td>Thinking beyond lost income ... its more the gain of professional expertise... it’s the difference between knowing anatomy and a differential rather than looking it up on multiple cases.. being the go to expert for your specialty adds personal value</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Amina Farooq @AminaFarooqMD
RT @nakoontz: T4: Multiple or multi-year fellowships = a case-by-case determination. One size doesn't fit all. It boils down to what you wa...

ACR RFS @ACRRFS
T5: Last minute questions, comments, or advice? #RadResChat #radres #iradres @RadiologyACR https://t.co/G2gXJfulP5

Darel Heitkamp, MD @DarelHeitkamp
T2: Excellent point @tareherl! Generally speaking, residents have an advantage for staying at their home institution for fellowship. I tell medical students to think about this as a secondary consideration when choosing a residency. #RadResChat @ACRRFS

Robert Peng, MD, MS @RobertPengMD
RT @ACRRFS: T5: Last minute questions, comments, or advice? #RadResChat #radres #iradres @RadiologyACR https://t.co/G2gXJfulP5

Yasha Parikh Gupta, MD @yashaguptamd
Alright @ACRRFS and #RadResChat... what can I do NOW as an R2 to set myself up for the fellowship I want? @nakoontz @DarelHeitkamp

Darel Heitkamp, MD @DarelHeitkamp
Radiology fellowships are so heterogeneous and “in flux” right now - nearly everyone’s situation is unique. Reach out to mentors, recent fellow applicants, and the #RadTwitter community to crowdsource advice on tough issues. #RadEdFamily #RadResChat @ACRRFS @theAPDR https://t.co/gTBBM91cJW

Nicholas Koontz @nakoontz
Well, that was a whirlwind tour! I’d like to thank the @ACRRFS, @RadiologyACR, & @RobertPengMD for facilitating this TweetChat. Lots of great points and discussion from all the participants, so thank you for tuning in! #RadResChat @ACRRFS

Abhimanyu Mahajan @amahajan001
What @DarelHeitkamp said is 100% true for #Neurology too. For most #NeurologyFellowships, there is a greater supply than demand. There is no singular match for neurology but a unified timeline will greatly help. 4/ Many

Robert Peng, MD, MS @RobertPengMD
RT @yashaguptamd: Alright @ACRRFS and #RadResChat... what can I do NOW as an R2 to set myself up for the fellowship I want? @nakoontz @Darel...

Robert Peng, MD, MS @RobertPengMD
RT @nakoontz: Well, that was a whirlwind tour! I’d like to thank the @ACRRFS, @RadiologyACR, & @RobertPengMD for facilitating this TweetCha...
Robert Peng, MD, MS @RobertPengMD
RT @DarelHeitkamp: Radiology fellowships are so heterogeneous and "in flux" right now - nearly everyone's situation is unique. Reach out to...

ACR Radiology @RadiologyACR
RT @yashaguptamd: Alright @ACRRFS and #RadResChat... what can I do NOW as an R2 to set myself up for the fellowship I want? @nakoontz @Dare...

ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @DarelHeitkamp: Radiology fellowships are so heterogeneous and "in flux" right now - nearly everyone's situation is unique. Reach out to...

ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @nakoontz: Well, that was a whirlwind tour! I’d like to thank the @ACRRFS, @RadiologyACR, & @RobertPengMD for facilitating this TweetCha...

Darel Heitkamp, MD @DarelHeitkamp
Thanks to @RobertPengMD & @ACRRFS for running the show tonight. All you fantastic #RadRes should join @RadiologyACR (it’s free!) & plan on attending next year’s annual meeting - the RFS programming is so amazing. https://t.co/CvOpicqK6f #RadResChat @DrGMcGinty @RichDuszak https://t.co/3ETHwCUDxS

Mitva Patel @mitvamd
Great tweet chat! Thanks @nakoontz @DarelHeitkamp for facilitating! #RadResChat

Robert Peng, MD, MS @RobertPengMD
RT @DarelHeitkamp: Thanks to @RobertPengMD & @ACRRFS for running the show tonight. All you fantastic #RadRes should join @RadiologyACR (i...

Amina Farooq @AminaFarooqMD
A huge round of applause to the @ACRRFS, @DarelHeitkamp, and @nakoontz and everyone else for their invaluable input and advice tonight-I learned so much, and it was great to hear different opinions on these all important topics-thank you again!

ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @DarelHeitkamp: Thanks to @RobertPengMD & @ACRRFS for running the show tonight. All you fantastic #RadRes should join @RadiologyACR (i...

Monica Wood, MD @monicajwood
@nakoontz @ACRRFS @RadiologyChairs @theAPDR Couldn’t have said it better myself; #Radiology #Fellowship is about much more than $$, the protected time to learn and develop professional and personal relationships is invaluable #RadResChat

https://www.symplur.com/healthcare-hashtags/RadResChat/transcript/?hashtag=RadResChat&fdate=10%2F8%2F2019&shour=17&smin=0&tdate=...
ACR Radiology @RadiologyACR 2 days ago
RT @DarelHeitkamp: Thanks to @RobertPengMD & @ACRRFS for running the show tonight. All you fantastic #RadRes should join @RadiologyACR (i...

Robert Peng, MD, MS @RobertPengMD 2 days ago
Thank you to all of our participants who joined us in our first #radreschat!! Many thanks to our wonderful moderators @DarelHeitkamp @nakoontz ! Thanks to Debbie, Meghan and @herseherself from the @RadiologyACR ! @ACRRFS @SIRspecialists #radres #iradres https://t.co/BkDkC4nXd5

Nicholas Koontz @nakoontz 2 days ago
I also want to take a moment thank my mentor & good friend @DarelHeitkamp for tag-teaming this important discussion and for always being such a #RadRes & #MedEd advocate! I can’t say enough about how fortunate I’ve been to learn from & collaborate with him! #RadResChat @ACRRFS https://t.co/8zDYXCjMP1

Abhimanyu Mahajan @amahajan001 2 days ago
With a unified timeline and without a match (at least for now), #Neurology residents can perhaps side step this drawback (still worth it). 5/Many

Jennifer R Buckley, MD @JBuckleyMD 2 days ago
RT @DarelHeitkamp: Thanks to @RobertPengMD & @ACRRFS for running the show tonight. All you fantastic #RadRes should join @RadiologyACR (i...

Yasha Parikh Gupta, MD @yashaguptamd 2 days ago
My biggest concern right now is how I break geographical barriers! I always see residents become fellows in their geographical region. How do you get past it? #RadResChat @ACRRFS

Robert Peng, MD, MS @RobertPengMD 2 days ago
RT @nakoontz: I also want to take a moment thank my mentor & good friend @DarelHeitkamp for tag-teaming this important discussion and for a...

ACR Radiology @RadiologyACR 2 days ago
RT @nakoontz: I also want to take a moment thank my mentor & good friend @DarelHeitkamp for tag-teaming this important discussion and for a...

ACR RFS @ACRRFS 2 days ago
RT @nakoontz: I also want to take a moment thank my mentor & good friend @DarelHeitkamp for tag-teaming this important discussion and for a...

ACR Radiology @RadiologyACR 2 days ago
RT @yashaguptamd: My biggest concern right now is how I break geographical barriers! I always see residents become fellows in their geograp...
Nicholas Koontz @nakoontz
The witching hour is upon us, but don’t worry -- @DarelHeitkamp and I will continue this convo and any others that spin off from it. Beauty of a TweetChat -- they always seem to grow legs and carry on even after time's up. Thanks everyone who participated! #RadResChat @ACRRFS

Rich Duszak, MD @RichDuszak
RT @DarelHeitkamp: Thanks to @RobertPengMD & @ACRRFS for running the show tonight. All you fantastic #RadRes should join @RadiologyACR (i...

ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @yashaguptamd: My biggest concern right now is how I break geographical barriers! I always see residents become fellows in their geograpp...

Thomas Reher, MD @tareher
Huge thanks to @nakoontz, @DarelHeitkamp, @ACRRFS and @RobertPengMD! Great discussion with a bright future! #RadResChat

Abhimanyu Mahajan @amahajan001
For all applying to #NeurologyFellowships, this is an excellent thread to follow and questions to think about. #RadResChat has it spot on. #Neurology End of thread.

Robert Peng, MD, MS @RobertPengMD
RT @amahajan001: For all applying to #NeurologyFellowships, this is an excellent thread to follow and questions to think about. #RadResChat...

Yasha Parikh Gupta, MD @yashaguptamd
Thanks @RobertPengMD @ACRRFS for a great Tweetchat! Super insightful! And thanks @nakoontz and @DarelHeitkamp! #RadResChat

ACR RFS @ACRRFS
That concludes our 1st #RadResChat! Thanks so much to all of our participants! Feel free to chime in if you missed us at 8! Many thanks to our moderators @DarelHeitkamp @nakoontz and everyone at the @RadiologyACR @ACRRFS @RobertPengMD @herseherself !! #radres #iradres #radfellow https://t.co/luBdJkSa9z

Nicholas Koontz @nakoontz
Thanks for all the terrific insight and comments tonight @tareher -- glad you could join in! #RadResChat

Monica Wood, MD @monicajwood
Thanks for your support @DarelHeitkamp! See you at ACR2020 #RadRes #RadFellows @RadiologyACR @ACRRFS #RadResChat
Kirang Patel, MD  @koolkpMD  2 days ago
I think this was definitely a successful first @ACRRFS #tweetchat! Thanks for everyone's advise and input... I know I'll definitely need it next year for when I apply! Have a great night everyone!

Alexander Rand  @AlexanderRandMD  2 days ago
Thank you for your time and great fellowship and #medTwitter advice! #RadResChat

Wynton Overcast  @OvercastMD  2 days ago
First time participating and it was great, thanks all for the tips and advice! @ACRRFS #RadResChat

Kirang Patel, MD  @koolkpMD  2 days ago
I think this was definitely a successful first @ACRRFS #tweetchat! Thanks for everyone's advice and input... I know I'll definitely need it next year for when I apply! Have a great night everyone! #RadResChat

ACR RFS  @ACRRFS  2 days ago
RT @amahajan001: For all applying to #NeurologyFellowships, this is an excellent thread to follow and questions to think about. #RadResChat...

ACR Radiology  @RadiologyACR  2 days ago
What he said! What we love about the #RadTwitter community is that this conversation can - & will - continue. Please tag/DM us, @ACRRFS, & the fantastic #RadResChat moderators @nakoontz and @DarelHeitkamp. We will do our best to keep answering Qs and sharing resources!

ACR RFS  @ACRRFS  2 days ago
RT @RadiologyACR: What he said! What we love about the #RadTwitter community is that this conversation can - & will - continue. Please ta...

Thomas Reher, MD  @tareher  2 days ago
@OvercastMD @DarelHeitkamp @ACRRFS There is a virtue to cross-pollination, but #SoMe and participation in #Radiology a the national meetings provides an abundance of opportunities to connect, mentor, sponsor, etc. And if you're looking for ways to get involved, just ask @ACRRFS! #RadResChat

Alex Heaton, MD  @alexheatonmd  2 days ago
@yashaguptamd @RadiologyACR @ACRRFS Be #genuine... and I know you will be. Apply to the program you want... regardless of geographic region ... and if you want to be there, say it! I did medical school in the midwest, residency on the east coast, & fellowship on the west coast. #RadResChat
Robert Peng, MD, MS @RobertPengMD
@yashaguptamd @ACRRFS Definitely true. It's hard to break east/west coast biases. I've personally be asked on multiple interviews if I'd really leave #nyc. All I can say is get involved with organized societies, meet people, network, get mentors to advocate for you. #radres #radreschat #iradres

Cameron Adler @CameronAdlerMD
Thank you @DarelHeitkamp, @nakoontz, @RobertPengMD, and @ACRRFS for putting together such an informative and timely #radreschat. Very appreciative of everyone's time and input!

Wynton Overcast @OvercastMD
RT @tareher: @OvercastMD @DarelHeitkamp @ACRRFS There is a virtue to cross-pollination, but #SoMe and participation in #Radiology a the nat...

ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @CameronAdlerMD: Thank you @DarelHeitkamp, @nakoontz, @RobertPengMD, and @ACRRFS for putting together such an informative and timely #ra...

Thomas Reher, MD @tareher
RT @RobertPengMD: @yashaguptamd @ACRRFS Definitely true. It's hard to break east/west coast biases. I've personally be asked on multiple in...

Monica Wood, MD @monicajwood
@tareher @OvercastMD @DarelHeitkamp @ACRRFS So true! Getting involved with @RadiologyACR @ACRRFS has provided me the opportunity to meet amazing colleagues from across the country #RadResChat

ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @koolkpMD: I think this was definitely a successful first @ACRRFS #tweetchat! Thanks for everyone's advice and input... I know I'll def...

Yasha Parikh Gupta, MD @yashaguptamd
RT @tareher: @OvercastMD @DarelHeitkamp @ACRRFS There is a virtue to cross-pollination, but #SoMe and participation in #Radiology a the nat...

ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @monicajwood: @tareher @OvercastMD @DarelHeitkamp @ACRRFS So true! Getting involved with @RadiologyACR @ACRRFS has provided me the oppor...

ACR RFS @ACRRFS
RT @tareher: @OvercastMD @DarelHeitkamp @ACRRFS There is a virtue to cross-pollination, but #SoMe and participation in #Radiology a the nat...
Rich Duszak, MD @RichDuszak
RT @monicajwood: @tareher @OvercastMD @DarelHeitkamp @ACRRFS So true! Getting involved with @RadiologyACR @ACRRFS has provided me the oppor...

Rich Duszak, MD @RichDuszak
RT @tareher: @OvercastMD @DarelHeitkamp @ACRRFS There is a virtue to cross-pollination, but #SoMe and participation in #Radiology a the nat...

Radiology Partners @Rad_Partners
Informative chat tonight! Thanks to @DarelHeitkamp and @nakoontz for leading the conversation. @ACRRFS #RadResChat

ACR Radiology @RadiologyACR
RT @monicajwood: @tareher @OvercastMD @DarelHeitkamp @ACRRFS So true! Getting involved with @RadiologyACR @ACRRFS has provided me the oppor...

Thomas Reher, MD @tareher
@RobertPengMD @yashaguptamd @ACRRFS Fortunately we don't have that problem in the midwest ;) Be able to articulate WHY you want to be WHERE you want to be. Programs, #Radres, and fellows benefit from having happy people in the reading room, much of which comes down to being "at home." #RadResChat

Geraldine McGinty @DrGMcGinty
RT @RadiologyACR: What he said! 🤚 What we love about the #RadTwitter community is that this conversation can - & will - continue. Please ta...

Geraldine McGinty @DrGMcGinty
Sorry to miss it! Thanks @DarelHeitkamp for the @RadiologyACR shout out

Sean Dodson @sc_dodson
Part 1: Wish I could have given my input, but am on call. I owe everything to @DarelHeitkamp, @nakoontz, @apkamer and Hal Kipfer. Each were instrumental in helping me make a difficult decision when it came to fellowship. #RadResChat

Courtney Tomblinson, MD @cmtomblinson
@tabby_kennedy @ACRRFS Great real-world training and one of the ways #Rads can be most helpful in patient management and decision-making #RadResChat

Sean Dodson @sc_dodson
Part 2: As someone who almost ended up in a much different sub specialty, I couldn’t be more thankful for their advice. Lean on mentors. Do what is right for you. Geography will not limit you. This is a small community and everyone knows someone where you want to be. #RadResChat
Courtney Tomblinson, MD @cmtomblinson
@nakoontz @ACRRFS Anybody know why the long latency period between end of interviews and #MatchDay? #RadResChat

Neil U Lall, MD @NULall
RT @DarelHeitkamp: T1: Understanding your subspecialty through the eyes of your clinical colleagues means spending time w/ them during fell...

Rubal Penna DO @rubal_penna
Would love to at #RSNA19!! Just finished up with work and finally caught up with all the amazing dialogue in the #RadResChat tweet-a-thon! Wish I had participated in something like this as an R3 😞 #radres @ACRRFS #ARRALD18

Neil U Lall, MD @NULall
@yashaguptamd There are no doubt benefits to the geographic proximity though. There is a benefit that comes with fact that potential employers can vet you from working with you directly or knowing your attendings well. But by no means a necessity. #RadResChat

Courtney Tomblinson, MD @cmtomblinson
@nakoontz @ACRRFS An immersion into a sub specialty can “pay dividends” for years. Not talking money here. #RadResChat

The APDR @theAPDR
RT @nakoontz: T1: Put another way -- #Radiology fellowship allows you to transition from being someone who can "read X study" or "perform Y..."

The APDR @theAPDR
RT @JBuckleyMD: @ACRRFS @RadiologyACR T1: Primary goal of #RadFellow should be to become an expert in your chosen area! Build on your foun...

Neil U Lall, MD @NULall
RT @nakoontz: T1: Put another way -- #Radiology fellowship allows you to transition from being someone who can "read X study" or "perform Y..."

Neil U Lall, MD @NULall
RT @DarelHeitkamp: T1: Another goal of fellowship should be "transitioning to independent practice". Fellowship should be the time you work...

Christopher Mutter @chrismutterDO
RT @ACRRFS: That concludes our 1st #RadResChat! Thanks so much to all of our participants! Feel free to chime in if you missed us at 8! Man...

Neil U Lall, MD @NULall
RT @DarelHeitkamp: People do both! If you’re bound for academics, you might target elite programs at which you’d love to work. If you’re PP...
Robert Peng, MD, MS @RobertPengMD  2 days ago
@monicajwood @JBuckleyMD @tareher @OvercastMD @DarelHeitkamp @ACRRFS @RadiologyACR @jesse_conyers @JeannaHarveyMD @DanielJYoungMD @rubal_penna @K_Munawar @trevorlewis_md @JenGillmanMD @FredBertinoMD @gvtoiaMD @ruthcarlosmd @Jim_Rawson_MD #ARRALD18 @AURtweet #radres #radreschat #iradres https://t.co/77I59TecDM

K Elizabeth Hawk, MS MD PhD @HawkImaging  2 days ago
RT @Rad_Partners: Informative chat tonight! Thanks to @DarelHeitkamp and @nakoontz for leading the conversation. @ACRRFS #RadResChat https...

Neil U Lall, MD @NULall  2 days ago
@CameronAdlerMD Very stressful situation and I don’t know the correct answer. I’ve handled situations like this with open and honest dialogue with the offering institution and working with them to set some mutually workable deadlines. #RadResChat

Neil U Lall, MD @NULall  2 days ago
RT @cmtomblinson: @ACRRFS @RadiologyACR T2: Fellowship Portal on @TheASNR recently updated (thanks @tabby_kennedy) with some stellar resour...

Neil U Lall, MD @NULall  2 days ago
RT @danortizmd: Parting thought: Don’t waste your fourth year and resist the need to use it as a “pre-fellowship.” Chose OTHER skill sets y...

Neil U Lall, MD @NULall  2 days ago
RT @tabby_kennedy: Totally agree with you about tumor board... having to present imaging findings succinctly to clinical colleagues allows...

Neil U Lall, MD @NULall  2 days ago
@nakoontz @RadiologyChairs Unfortunately the truth is that you eventually face the reality of these types of job offers eventually. If not during fellowship applications, then you’ll experience it when you’re getting your real job. #RadResChat

Neil U Lall, MD @NULall  2 days ago
RT @DarelHeitkamp: T2: Not kidding about the power of Twitter. A solid #SoMe strategy can help promote #RadRes to become subject experts...

Nicholas Koontz @nakoontz  2 days ago
RT @monicajwood: @nakoontz @ACRRFS @theAPDR @RadiologyChairs Absolutely! Having to decide on a subspecialty during the R2 year does not pro...

LUIS FELIPE ALVA L @LFALVA  2 days ago
RT @DarelHeitkamp: Thanks to @RobertPengMD & @ACRRFS for running the show tonight. All you fantastic #RadRes should join @RadiologyACR (i...
Neil U Lall, MD @NULall
RT @nakoontz: T3: Likewise, as more subspecialties have moved to fellowship matches, I think #RadRes benefit from a more level playing fie... 2 days ago

Neil U Lall, MD @NULall
RT @nakoontz: T3: The SCARD Embargo does come with some tradeoffs. While a later interview window gives #RadRes more time to explore option... 2 days ago

Neil U Lall, MD @NULall
RT @DarelHeitkamp: T3: Drawbacks: The presence of the match virtually eliminates the ability of a resident to snag her/his dream fellowshi... 2 days ago

Neil U Lall, MD @NULall
RT @tareher: @DarelHeitkamp T2: There's a profound advantage for in-house applicants. #SoMe and involvement with national and subspecialty... 2 days ago

The APDR @theAPDR
RT @JBuckleyMD: @DarelHeitkamp 100% agree in the power of #MedTwitter. Can't be understated. - Information - Networking - Camaraderie -... 2 days ago

Neil U Lall, MD @NULall
RT @DarelHeitkamp: T4: This isn't trivial. As @ScottTruhlar details below, the total realized loss of income that is sacrificed for a year-... 2 days ago

Nicholas Koontz @nakoontz
RT @DarelHeitkamp: T4: 2 years of fellowship training makes sense for a select group - eg those who want a 2nd year of subspecialty neuro t... 2 days ago

Jessica Burk @JessicaBurkMD
RT @DarelHeitkamp: T2: Excellent point @tareher! Generally speaking, residents have an advantage for staying at their home institution for... 2 days ago

Nicholas Koontz @nakoontz
Work hard, work smart (present & publish, if possible), find a mentor, introduce & network (subspecialty societies are key), & make a positive impact in your own department. I don't know that any 1 of these is a magical recipe, but taken together can help open doors. #RadResChat 2 days ago

Nicholas Koontz @nakoontz
Agreed with @cmtomblinson wholeheartedly #RadResChat 2 days ago

Darel Heitkamp, MD @DarelHeitkamp
RT @tabby_kennedy: Totally agree with you about tumor board... having to present imaging findings succinctly to clinical colleagues allows... 2 days ago
Ortho “Facts”* (group of orthopaedic MDs) @Orthofacts
Same for ortho!!!! At some point you gotta get out there.

Darel Heitkamp, MD @DarelHeitkamp
RT @CameronAdlerMD: Going through the process right now feels like a lot of things that make it feel like an “arms race” still haven’t been...

Dr Kousigan Vadivelu, MD @DKousigan
RT @DarelHeitkamp: T1: Understanding your subspecialty through the eyes of your clinical colleagues means spending time w/ them during fell...

Darel Heitkamp, MD @DarelHeitkamp
RT @danortizmd: Parting thought: Don’t waste your fourth year and resist the need to use it as a “pre-fellowship.” Chose OTHER skill sets y...

Ortho “Facts”* (group of orthopaedic MDs) @Orthofacts
RT @tareher: @DarelHeitkamp T2: There’s a profound advantage for in-house applicants. #SoMe and involvement with national and subspecialty...

Abhimanyu Mahajan @amahajan001
This testimony could be from any #Neurology resident. #NeurologyFellowships

Dr Kousigan Vadivelu, MD @DKousigan
RT @ACRRFS: T1: What should be the primary goals of fellowship ? #RadResChat #radres #iradres #radfellow @RadiologyACR https://t.co/kG3PJfE...

Kirang Patel, MD @koolkpMD
RT @nakoontz: Work hard, work smart (present & publish, if possible), find a mentor, introduce & network (subspecialty societies are key),...

Austin Wheeler @AustinWheelerMD
RT @cmtomblinson: @ACRRFS @RadiologyACR T2: Fellowship Portal on @TheASNR recently updated (thanks @tabby_kennedy) with some stellar resour...

Erin Cooke, MD @ErinCookeMD
RT @DarelHeitkamp: Radiology fellowships are so heterogeneous and "in flux" right now - nearly everyone’s situation is unique. Reach out to...

Robert Peng, MD, MS @RobertPengMD
Agree with 👇. Get out of your comfort zone, get involved, try new things. It’s the only way you’ll discover what you’re truly passionate about-whether it’s #irad, #globalhealth or #radvocacy, it will be palpable and you will excel. #radreschat
Yasha Parikh Gupta, MD @yashaguptamd
RT @nakoontz: Work hard, work smart (present & publish, if possible), find a mentor, introduce & network (subspecialty societies are key),...

Darel Heitkamp, MD @DarelHeitkamp
RT @amykpatel: T2: sorry, I’m late to the party! Agree with @DarelHeitkamp entirely on this one! Your digital presence is becoming increasi...

Darel Heitkamp, MD @DarelHeitkamp
RT @PBalthazarMD: I’ve seen a lot of my friends struggling to keep up with Core exam studying while interviewing for fellowship... plus the...

Darel Heitkamp, MD @DarelHeitkamp
RT @mitvamd: #T2: Time and Money! Interviewing during board prep season is stressful. Many programs try to interview early (Jan-March) to a...

Darel Heitkamp, MD @DarelHeitkamp
RT @RadiologyACR: What he said! 👇 What we love about the #RadTwitter community is that this conversation can - & will - continue. Please ta...

Nicholas Koontz @nakoontz
T1: A successful #RadFellowship experience is built upon the foundation of a strong residency. #RadRes need to make the most out of their time in training to lay the critical groundwork for your fellowship experience. #RadResChat

Robert Peng, MD, MS @RobertPengMD
RT @nakoontz: T1: A successful #RadFellowship experience is built upon the foundation of a strong residency. #RadRes need to make the most...

Nicholas Koontz @nakoontz
T1: Engage yourself with your clinical colleagues in the workplace. You will learn so much from them. They come to you for imaging answers on a daily basis; take a moment to learn something new in each of those interactions. #RadResChat

Darel Heitkamp, MD @DarelHeitkamp
RT @nakoontz: T4: #RadRes need also weigh the non-financial intangibles of doing a #Radiology fellowship: education, expertise, mentorship,...

Wynton Overcast @OvercastMD
RT @nakoontz: Work hard, work smart (present & publish, if possible), find a mentor, introduce & network (subspecialty societies are key),...
Tan-Lucien Mohammed, MD @TanMohammedMD
#Radres - This bears understanding 🤔 #radiology @RadiologyACR @nakoontz
@DarelHeitkamp

Nicholas Koontz @nakoontz
T1: I really encourage the fellows to ramp up their efficiency, especially during the second half of the year. #Showtime is just around the corner — gotta be ready to hit the ground running! #RadResChat

Darel Heitkamp, MD @DarelHeitkamp
RT @tareher: T4: As for 2 fellowships, try to squeeze every last drop out of R4 first. #RadResChat https://t.co/G70vdj0tPF

Kirang Patel, MD @koolkpMD
RT @RobertPengMD: Agree with 🤔. Get out of your comfort zone, get involved, try new things. It’s the only way you’ll discover what you’re tr...

Nicholas Koontz @nakoontz
RT @DarelHeitkamp: T2: Figuring out WHICH fellowships to apply to can be challenging. What's your career plan? If it's a private practice j...

Darel Heitkamp, MD @DarelHeitkamp
RT @cmtomblinson: T2: Application cost. Travel time (read: vacation days). Applying to X # program’s bc you heard that’s what people are do...

Nicholas Koontz @nakoontz
For being a specialty characterized as a bunch of introverts, we sure love to socialize & network! One of the best parts of fellowship is building lifelong relationships w/ mentors and colleagues who will help you immensely along the journey. #RadResChat @rhwiggins @lubdha_shah

Darel Heitkamp, MD @DarelHeitkamp
RT @TirathPatelMD: @nakoontz @RadiologyACR @RadiologyChairs @McKGloverMD @ACRRFS @mitvamd #RadResChat We describe the radiology “fellowshi...

Nicholas Koontz @nakoontz
#MinorDetail

Miriam Peckham @Miriam_Peckham
Well said - mentorship, opportunities, new insights into your own personal skill set, can all be fleshed out in fellowship. Far more valuable investment to make than a healthier first year paycheck.
Jessica Burk @JessicaBurkMD
RT @nakoontz: Work hard, work smart (present & publish, if possible), find a mentor, introduce & network (subspecialty societies are key),...

Nicholas Koontz @nakoontz
T2: This is a huge challenge, but fortunately becoming less so as more fellowships move toward matches. At the end of the day, you’ve gotta make the decision that seems best for you and your family. #RadResChat

Nicholas Koontz @nakoontz
RT @nakoontz: Work hard, work smart (present & publish, if possible), find a mentor, introduce & network (subspecialty societies are key),...

Nicholas Koontz @nakoontz
T2: This is a huge challenge, but fortunately becoming less so as more fellowships move toward matches. At the end of the day, you’ve gotta make the decision that seems best for you and your family. #RadResChat

Nicholas Koontz @nakoontz
RT @DarelHeitkamp: T2: How many fellowship programs should I apply to? I think it’s easier for most #RadRes to get their top fellowship ch...

Nicholas Koontz @nakoontz
RT @cmtomblinson: @ACRRFS @RadiologyACR T2: Fellowship Portal on @TheASNR recently updated (thanks @tabby_kennedy) with some stellar resour...

Nicholas Koontz @nakoontz
RT @JBuckleyMD: @ACRRFS @RadiologyACR Choices, choices, choices! So many great programs but all unique and difficult to directly compare --...

Nicholas Koontz @nakoontz
RT @DarelHeitkamp: T2: How many fellowship programs should I apply to? Of course, the ultimate # of apps depends on the strength of your a...

Nicholas Koontz @nakoontz
RT @tareher: T2: And this number will vary for your priorities--have you already locked in a job? Do you/your family have geographic restri...

Shanoghias @shanoghias
RT @nakoontz: Work hard, work smart (present & publish, if possible), find a mentor, introduce & network (subspecialty societies are key),...

Nicholas Koontz @nakoontz
T2: Key advice from @DarelHeitkamp — #RadRes take note! #RadResChat

Nicholas Koontz @nakoontz
#RadResChat https://t.co/dn34SZqiwV

Nicholas Koontz @nakoontz
T2: Do your homework ahead of time & ask real questions (not filler) on interview day. The night before, I always sat down and made a list of important questions that I wanted to ask the faculty and fellows. So much to process and so much pressure on interview day. #RadResChat
Nicholas Koontz @nakoontz
RT @DarelHeitkamp: T2: Not kidding about the power of Twitter. A solid #SoMe strategy can help promote #RadRes to become subject experts...

Nicholas Koontz @nakoontz
RT @TirathPatelMD @nakoontz @RadiologyACR @RadiologyChairs @McKGloverMD @ACRRFS @mitvamd #RadResChat We describe the radiology “fellowshi...

Nicholas Koontz @nakoontz
RT @DarelHeitkamp: T3: Overall, the fellowship match is a big win for trainees. Just having *standard dates* for interviewing and offering...

Mahmud Mossa-BashaMD @mossabas
Research and publications, grant funding and great lor certainly can help! #RadResChat

Nicholas Koontz @nakoontz
RT @DarelHeitkamp: T3: #RadEd History: An NRMP all-fellowship match actually occurred in Spring 2004 but it fell apart when programs filled...

Nicholas Koontz @nakoontz
RT @J BuckleyMD: @DarelHeitkamp 100% agree in the power of #MedTwitter. Can't be understated. Information - Networking - Camaraderie -...

Nicholas Koontz @nakoontz
RT @DarelHeitkamp: T3: Advantages: 1. Uniform Interview Dates: Combats interview date creep (a race to the swiftest) 2. Uniform Offer Dat...

Mahmud Mossa-BashaMD @mossabas
@OvercastMD @DarelHeitkamp @ACRRFS Not a problem but society involvement won't move the needle a ton but it can inform on the direction of the field #RadResChat

Anthony Mancuso, MD @MancusoMD
Tumor board where you hone skills about what you don’t know and what your clinical colleagues need to go for logical informed decision making...the great gift/insights given to us by Bill Hananef from the 1970s going forward #UCLA #UFRadiology

Jessica Burk @JessicaBurkMD
RT @nakoontz: T2: Do your homework ahead of time & ask real questions (not filler) on interview day. The night before, I always sat down an...

Nicholas Koontz @nakoontz
RT @amykpatel: T2: sorry, I’m late to the party! Agree with @DarelHeitkamp entirely on this one! Your digital presence is becoming increasi...
Nicholas Koontz @nakoontz
RT @DarelHeitkamp: Yes! This is where we were heading with "interview creep" associated w/ non-match specialties. My former resident @DrJoh...

Nicholas Koontz @nakoontz
T4: Especially if entering PP, I think this is an extremely attractive option. #RadResChat

Nicholas Koontz @nakoontz
Great advice to #RadRes from @DarelHeitkamp! #RadResChat

Mahmud Mossa-BashaMD @mossabas
Regionality is helpful but definitely not necessary. Some value in name recognition of section ur going to but more important that ur comfortable, happy and will succeed there. Also not all sections at top institutions are top notch and vice versa. #RadResChat

Yasha Parikh Gupta, MD @yashaguptamd
RT @mossabas: Regionality is helpful but definitely not necessary. Some value in name recognition of section ur going to but more important...

Mahmud Mossa-BashaMD @mossabas
@CQuirkMSK @yashaguptamd @OHSURadiology Opposite for me, residency in Midwest, fellowship on east coast and now out west! #RadResChat

Nicholas Koontz @nakoontz
RT @sc_dodson: Part 2: As someone who almost ended up in a much different sub specialty, I couldn’t be more thankful for their advice. Lean...

Mahmud Mossa-BashaMD @mossabas
Completely agree! First and foremost work twds being good, fast and independent in your trade. Also establish ur areas of interest clinically and if academic, investigationally as well, work on your teaching style and cases w residents as your guinea pigs! #radreschat

Tabby Kennedy, MD @tabby_kennedy
RT @cmtomblinson: @ACRRFS @RadiologyACR T2: Fellowship Portal on @TheASNR recently updated (thanks @tabby_kennedy) with some stellar resour...

Katie M. Davis, DO @DrKatieMDavis
Thank you @nakoontz and @DarelHeitkamp for moderating a wonderful #RadResChat!
So many great points to pass along to the @VUMCradiology residents regarding the fellowship process! #RadRes @ACRRFS 👏👏
Tabby Kennedy, MD @tabby_kennedy 2 days ago
RT @cmtomblinson: @nakoontz @ACRRFS An immersion into a sub specialty can “pay dividends” for years. Not talking money here. #RadResChat

Ortho“Facts”⚔️ (group of orthopaedic MDs) @Orthofacts 2 days ago
RT @sc_dodson: Part 2: As someone who almost ended up in a much different sub specialty, I couldn’t be more thankful for their advice. Lean...

Richard H Wiggins @rhwiggins 2 days ago
RT @nakoontz: For being a specialty characterized as a bunch of introverts, we sure love to socialize & network! One of the best parts of f...

Randy C. Miles, MD, MPH @RMilesMD 2 days ago
RT @PbalthazarMD: I’ve seen a lot of my friends struggling to keep up with Core exam studying while interviewing for fellowship... plus the...

Randy C. Miles, MD, MPH @RMilesMD 2 days ago
RT @RadiologyACR: We're just 1 HOUR away from the first @ACRRFS #RadResChat! You don't want to miss it - it's sure to be a great discussion...

Tan-Lucien Mohammed, MD @TanMohammedMD 2 days ago
#Radres - Sound fellowship advice from @DarelHeitkamp #RadResChat

Richard Strax, MD, FACR ☯️ @rstraxMD 2 days ago
RT @amahajan001: I wanted to write about #NeurologyFellowships but it turns out @DarelHeitkamp is doing a fantastic job for #RadResChat. Im...

Scott Steenburg, MD @Radiology911 a day ago
Goal = your Fellowship should be harder than your first job. Work hard. Study hard. Read a lot. Don’t cut corners. First one there, last to leave.

Bryan Wright @BryanWrightmed a day ago
RT @RobertPengMD: Agree with 😁. Get out of your comfort zone, get involved, try new things. It’s the only way you’ll discover what you’re tr...

Christine M Glastonbury, MD @CMGlastonbury a day ago
RT @tabby_kennedy: Totally agree with you about tumor board... having to present imaging findings succinctly to clinical colleagues allows...

Gaurav Gadodia, MD @gaurav_gadodia a day ago
Just getting to catch up on the @ACRRFS fellowship application #RadResChat while on night float. Great idea and forum, feels like I didn’t even “miss” it! Thank you @RobertPengMD for organizing and @DarelHeitkamp and @nakoontz for moderating, + everyone else who participated!
Christine M Glastonbury, MD @CMGlastonbury a day ago

Try this rule: For every question they ask your team, ask them something back. What will they do/change? what does that drug do? What treatments can you offer?.... learn some stuff!

Rich Duszak, MD @RichDuszak a day ago

RT @DarelHeitkamp: T2: Not kidding about the power of Twitter. A solid #SoMe strategy can help promote #RadRes to become subject experts...

Rich Duszak, MD @RichDuszak a day ago

RT @JBuckleyMD: @DarelHeitkamp 100% agree in the power of #MedTwitter. Can't be understated. - Information - Networking - Camaraderie -...

Arjun Sharma, MD @arjunsharmarad a day ago

RT @DarelHeitkamp: T4: This isn't trivial. As @ScottTruhlar details below, the total realized loss of income that is sacrificed for a year-...

Tirath Patel, MD @TirathPatelMD a day ago

RT @nakoontz: Work hard, work smart (present & publish, if possible), find a mentor, introduce & network (subspecialty societies are key),...

Tirath Patel, MD @TirathPatelMD a day ago

RT @CameronAdlerMD: Going through the process right now feels like a lot of things that make it feel like an "arms race" still haven't been...

Jenny Bencardino MD @jennybencardino a day ago

RT @ACRRFS: Welcome to our first #RadResChat!! Tonight we’re talking about the #fellowship process. Who’s joining us this evening ? Please...

sana.hava @SanaHava a day ago

RT @ACRRFS: Welcome to our first #RadResChat!! Tonight we’re talking about the #fellowship process. Who’s joining us this evening ? Please...

Melody Ballesteros @Melody94 a day ago

RT @DarelHeitkamp: Thanks to @RobertPengMD & @ACRRFS for running the show tonight. All you fantastic #RadRes should join @RadiologyACR (i...

ACR RFS @ACRRFS a day ago

RT @gaurav_gadodia: Just getting to catch up on the @ACRRFS fellowship application #RadResChat while on night float. Great idea and forum,...

ACR RFS @ACRRFS a day ago

RT @RobertPengMD: Agree with @CMGlastonbury. Get out of your comfort zone, get involved, try new things. It’s the only way you’ll discover what you’re tr...
Tirath Patel, MD @TirathPatelMD
RT @nakoontz: T1: Balancing education & service remains important for fellows, but keep in mind that the way you become an expert is by DOI...

Daniel Ortiz, MD @danortizmd
To clarify, if you are going for sub-sub specialty (ie. Peds IR or Neuro) or a subspecialty of body or Neuro, that’s understandable, but no sense in doing both #mskrad and #NeuroRad fellowships. I do however think MRI fellowships are great for PP. #RadResChat

Daniel Ortiz, MD @danortizmd
This is ESPECIALLY true for #irad. My opinion is the ESIR pathway (2 years of 0 diagnostic) is a disservice to #iradres for those wanting to do PP. I think #iradres should focus on advanced #bodyrad and #EDrad towards the end of their DR training. #RadResChat

Robert Peng, MD, MS @RobertPengMD
For all #radres and #iRadres who missed the #radreschat yesterday, don’t worry join now and engage! Just search “#radreschat” Even though the chat has ended, the discussion never does. @ACRRFS @SIRRFS @RadiologyACR https://t.co/TTcMiUUMtU

Montefiore Radiology @MontefioreRAD
RT @RobertPengMD: Agree with👇. Get out of your comfort zone, get involved, try new things. It’s the only way you’ll discover what you’re tr...

Tirath Patel, MD @TirathPatelMD
RT @sc_dodson: Part 2: As someone who almost ended up in a much different sub specialty, I couldn’t be more thankful for their advice. Lean...

Montefiore Radiology @MontefioreRAD
RT @RobertPengMD: Hello everyone ! Thanks for joining our first #radreschat! I’m a R4 at @MontefioreRAD and future #irad. I’ll be wearing m...

Erik Middlebrooks, MD @EMiddlebrooksMD
Believe these words of wisdom from @tabby_kennedy! Should be a question you ask anywhere you interview! We do 8 multidisciplinary conferences each week and I am firm believer this is where fellows learn the most about being an effective and #valueadded #Neurorad! @MayoRadiology

Montefiore Radiology @MontefioreRAD
RT @RobertPengMD: For all #radres and #iRadres who missed the #radreschat yesterday, don’t worry join now and engage! Just search “#radresch...
Robert Peng, MD, MS @RobertPengMD  
RT @nakoontz: Great advice to #RadRes from @DarelHeitkamp! #RadResChat  
https://t.co/TGVx8QIITU

Darel Heitkamp, MD @DarelHeitkamp  
National Opportunities: ACR RFS RLI RSNA RFC RSNA Resident Rep ITAR ARRALD
Establish RFS for Specialty Society Local Opportunities: Program Evaluation Committee  
Program Admission Committee Dept Quality Committee Women in Radiology Group  
Leadership Group Resident Book Club

Chris Doyle @ChrisDoyleMD  
RT @DarelHeitkamp: T4: This isn’t trivial. As @ScottTruhlar details below, the total realized loss of income that is sacrificed for a year—...

Chris Doyle @ChrisDoyleMD  
RT @DarelHeitkamp: T1: Understanding your subspecialty through the eyes of your clinical colleagues means spending time w/ them during fell...

Robert Pyatt @PyattBob  
RT @DarelHeitkamp: T4: This isn’t trivial. As @ScottTruhlar details below, the total realized loss of income that is sacrificed for a year—...

ACR RFS @ACRRFS  
RT @RobertPengMD: For all #radres and #iRadres who missed the #radreschat yesterday, don’t worry join now and enage! Just search “#radresch... 

ACR Radiology @RadiologyACR  
RT @RobertPengMD: For all #radres and #iRadres who missed the #radreschat yesterday, don’t worry join now and enage! Just search “#radresch...

UW Radiology Education Group @UW_Radiology_Ed  
RT @DarelHeitkamp: National Opportunities: ACR RFS RLI RSNA RFC RSNA Resident Rep ITAR ARRALD Establish RFS for Specialty Society Local Op...

ACR RFS @ACRRFS  
RT @cmtomblinson: @nakoontz @ACRRFS An immersion into a sub specialty can “pay dividends” for years. Not talking money here. #RadResChat

ACR RFS @ACRRFS  
RT @rubal_penna: Would love to at #RSNA19!! Just finished up with work and finally caught up with all the amazing dialogue in the #RadResCh...

Roger Manono @RogerManono1  
RT @ACRRFS: T2: What are the biggest challenges to residents applying for fellowship today? #RadResChat #radres #iRadres #radfellow @Radiol...
SBI RFS @SBIRFS
RT @DarelHeitkamp: T3: Overall, the fellowship match is a big win for trainees. Just having *standard dates* for interviewing and offering...

SBI RFS @SBIRFS
RT @Rad_Partners: We absolutely agree. Relationships are key. #Radiology is a team sport! #RadResChat @ACRRFS https://t.co/UjYBis4daQ

Teresa Martín-Carreras, MD @DrTeresaMC
RT @RobertPengMD: For all #radres and #iRadres who missed the #radreschat yesterday, don’t worry join now and enage! Just search “#radresch...”

Roger Manono @RogerManono1
RT @amahajan001: I wanted to write about #NeurologyFellowships but it turns out @DarelHeitkamp is doing a fantastic job for #RadResChat. Im...

SBI RFS @SBIRFS
RT @nakoontz: T2: Here’s the good news: SCARD embargo & increased subspecialty matches have substantially leveled the playing field & pushe...

Roger Manono @RogerManono1
RT @AlexanderRandMD: T4 Slightly off topic, but what do you think is the risk-benefit analysis to doing a mini-fellowship (+/- subsequent f...

Jamaal B @DoubledocJB
RT @DarelHeitkamp: Thanks to @RobertPengMD & @ACRRFS for running the show tonight. All you fantastic #RadRes should join @RadiologyACR i...

Norah @norahger
RT @nakoontz: T1: While mastery of a subspecialty = #1 goal, a significant secondary goal of fellowship is improving efficiency. Take skill...

Roger Manono @RogerManono1
RT @monicajwood: I’m a R4 #radres @MGHImaging, thrilled to be joining the first @ACRRFS #RadResChat! https://t.co/xhoRlsyBfq

Anusha S @anushasbhatt
RT @nakoontz: Work hard, work smart (present & publish, if possible), find a mentor, introduce & network (subspecialty societies are key),....

Darel Heitkamp, MD @DarelHeitkamp
RT @nakoontz: T3: I think a standardized match favors trainees by leveling the playing field. By offering interviews & offers in a uniform...
JACR @JACRJournal
RT @TirathPatelMD: @nakoontz @RadiologyACR @RadiologyChairs @McKGloverMD @ACRRFS @mitvamd #RadResChat We describe the radiology “fellowshi...

Aamina Farooq @AminaFarooqMD
RT @DarelHeitkamp: National Opportunities: ACR RFS RLI RSNA RFC RSNA Resident Rep ITAR ARRALD Establish RFS for Specialty Society Local Op...

Matt J. Miller, MD @MattUMillerMD
RT @DarelHeitkamp: National Opportunities: ACR RFS RLI RSNA RFC RSNA Resident Rep ITAR ARRALD Establish RFS for Specialty Society Local Op...

Guillermo Elizondo R @elizondomemo
RT @DarelHeitkamp: T1: Another goal of fellowship should be "transitioning to independent practice". Fellowship should be the time you work...

Guillermo Elizondo R @elizondomemo
RT @tabby_kennedy: Totally agree with you about tumor board... having to present imaging findings succinctly to clinical colleagues allows...

Nirvi Dahiya MD @nirvidahiya
RT @CameronAdlerMD: Going through the process right now feels like a lot of things that make it feel like an "arms race" still haven’t been...

Tessa S. Cook MD PhD CIIP @asset25
RT @RobertPengMD: For all #radres and #iRadres who missed the #radreschat yesterday, don’t worry join now and enage! Just search “#radresch...

ACR RFS @ACRRFS
Thanks for tuning in, it’s never too late to join the conversation! Just search “#RadResChat”. #radres #iradres #radfellow @RadiologyACR

Tirath Patel, MD @TirathPate1MD
RT @ACRRFS: Thanks for tuning in, it’s never too late to join the conversation! Just search “#RadResChat”. #radres #iradres #radfellow @...

Tirath Patel, MD @TirathPate1MD
@NULall @nakoontz @RadiologyChairs Always come into the process — whether applying to fellowship or hunting for that first job — having done your homework and with a plan. #RadResChat

Monica Sheth @MonicaSheth
RT @yashaguptamd: Twitter, people! From @DarelHeitkamp himself! #SoMe #RadResChat https://t.co/MI72yKe4CJ
Daniel Ortiz, MD @danortizmd
Agree. I spent a month with #orthopedics during 4th year of residency after matching #mskrad. Very great experience to understand imaging from the “other side.”
#RadResChat

OrthoTweets @TweetsOrtho
RT @danortizmd: Agree. I spent a month with #orthopedics during 4th year of residency after matching #mskrad. Very great experience to unde...

The APDR @theAPDR
RT @nakoontz: T2: Here’s the good news: SCARD embargo & increased subspecialty matches have substantially leveled the playing field & pushe...

The APDR @theAPDR
RT @monicajwood: @nakoontz @ACRRFS @RadiologyChairs @theAPDR Couldn't have said it better myself; #Radiology #Fellowship is about much more...

The APDR @theAPDR
RT @DarelHeitkamp: Radiology fellowships are so heterogeneous and "in flux" right now - nearly everyone's situation is unique. Reach out to...

The APDR @theAPDR
RT @nakoontz: T4: #RadRes need also weigh the non-financial intangibles of doing a #Radiology fellowship: education, expertise, mentorship,...
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